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WITNESS STATEMENT OF
LT. GENERAL (RTD) SYED MUHAMMAD AMJAD
FORMER CHAIRMAN NAB

I, LT, GENERAL (RTD) 'S8t•ED MUHAMMAD AMJAD, of House No. 5, Street No. 2,
Sector C, Phase No I, Defence Housing Authority, Islamabad. Pakistan WILL SAY as follows:
Introduction
1.

1 was the Chairman of the National Accountability Bureau ("NAB") from 16th November
1999 to 25 th September 2000. 1 make this witness statement ip support of the Respondents'
defence to the Claimant's claims.

2.

The facts and matters referred to in this statement are based on my own personal
knowledge or on documents in my possession,or now shown to me. Where they are based
on my personal knowledge they are true and where they are based on documents within my
possession or now shown to me they are true to the best of my knowledge, information and
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3.

In the course of this witness statement I will refer to a bundle of documents marked exhibit
"SMA-1". References in this statement in the form [Tab-XI are to documents contained in
that exhibit.

4.

It is necessary for me to note that the events described in this statement took place more
than 15 years ago. This statement therefore addresses events that occurred a considerable
number of years ago. Accordingly, 1 have prepared this statement to the best of my ability
and recollection, assisted by the contemporaneous documentation exhibited to it.

Background
5.

I was educated at Lawrence College, Murree Hill, Punjab, Pakistan. After passing my
Senior Cambridge Exam I joined the Army on the 29 December 1965, as a cadet. During
my service with the Army I was awarded BSc (Hons.) by Balochistan University and an
MSc (Hons.) by Quaid Az,arn University in the subject War Studies consequent to the
successful completion of courses at Command and Staff College in Quetta and Armed
Forces War College (now National Defence University) respectively.

6.

I spent the remainder of my career serving my country in the Pakistan army. I was
promoted through the ranks until, on 13 October 1999, I reached my final rank of
Lieutenant General. I retired from the Army on 27 December 2002.

Appointment as the Chairman of NAB
7.

On 12 October 1999, General Pervez Musharraf led a military coup which resulted in him
assuming power as the Chief Executive of Pakistan. At this time, an organization called
the Ehtesab Bureau was already in existence in Pakistan ("Ehtesab" is the Urdu word for
"accountability" and the Ehtesab Bureau was the predecessor to NAB). However, a core
part of the new Government's policy was to pursue anticorruption investigations with
renewed vigour.

8.

It was around this time that I was approached by either or both Lt. General (Later General)
Muhammad Aziz Khan or Lt. General Mehmood Ahmed in relation to whether I would
like to take on the role of Chairman in the Ehtesab Bureau, which was soon to become
NAB. In this role I would lead the heavy crackdown on persons suspected of corruption.
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I did not have re ious experience in a role that was similar to the role of the Chairman of
NAB, but the Chief Executive General Musharraf wanted me to assume the role of
Chairman and I accepted the position. This is how I came to be the Chairman of NAB on
16 November 1999. The National Accountability Bureau was established as the successor
to the Ehtesab Bureau. NAB inherited the workload of the Ehtesab Bureau, including their
pending investigations. NAB's legal foundation and powers were derived from the
Pakistan National Accountability Ordinance No. XVIII of 1999. NAB's role was to
investigate and prosecute corrupt persons in public and private sectors and to trace and
recover misappropriated assets through voluntary returns, plea bargains or judicial
proceedings.
10. Along with the Chairman, the other principal officer at NAB is the Prosecutor General of
Accountability (the "PGA"). When considering whom to appoint as the PGA, I was
referred to Mr. Farouk Adam Khan ("Mr. Farouk Khan"). At that time, I had never met I
Mr. Farouk Khan, but I knew that he was several years my senior and that he had attended
Lawrence College. Like myself, he was a member of the alumni society named the Old
Gallians. Having joined the Army as a cadet he was, to the best of my knowledge, sent to
Sandhurst Military Academy in the UK after completing one term in Pakistan Military
•Academy. I was also aware that he had been awarded the Sitara-e-Jurat (Star of Courage —
which is equivalent to the Military Cross), for his courageous efforts in the Indo-Pak war
of 1965, and that he had been jailed for a number of years around 1974 for his involvement
in an unsuccessful military coup against the then-Government, known •as the Attock
Conspiracy Case.

/

/ 11. I understood that during his time in prison he had studied law and, upon leaving prison, he
had entered private practice with Mr. Sardar Khan (although I was unaware as to the extent
-‘}

of his work as a lawyer in _private practioe)-. -..1 thought that I might be able to work well
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with a person with Mr. Farouk Khan's military experience and background. I therefore
invited him to my office for an interview. This was the first time that] had met him, but I
considered that he was an appropriate person for the role of PGA and, around November
1999, 1 therefore made the decision to appoint him as such.

Negotiations and signing of the Broadsheet Agreement
12. In accordance with the law governing the NAB, we were pressing ahead with our
investigations into recovering assets located inside Pakistan from persons who had
obtained them as a result of various corrupt practices. We (and the Ehtesab Bureau) had
already attached properties in Pakistan of a number of suspects under investigation in
Pakistan and we were gearing up to make the first round of arrests of suspects.
13. We were aware that there were significant assets that had been corruptly obtained and therii
removed from Pakistan. The next step for NAB was therefore to look for information
about suspects' assets, including their properties and money, which had been secreteJ
outside of Pakistan and ultimately to repatriate those assets back to Pakistan. Wa-clidaol...—
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expertise and experience to do so. Instead, we needed help in discovering assets and funds
being held abroad that belonged to Pakistanis and for which there was no plausible
explanation for that person having those assets.
\
14. At this time, we could have opted to exclusively obtain this information and assistance by
using informal state-to-state mutual legal assistance mechanisms.

In fact, on a few

occasions throughout my period as the Chairman of NAB we did use this type of state-tostate assistance.

For example, we obtained various documents from the British

Government and were offered assistance by the US Government. I remember one occasion
where, on my return from a meeting in Colorado in April 2000 (which I discuss below), I

stopped at London, England. It was around this time that the British Government had been
withholding documents from NAB in relation to the cases of Mr. Asif Ali Zardari and Ms.
Benazir Bhutto. During my meeting with the British government officials authorization
was given for us to obtain a large number of documents which would have been evidence
against the suspects.
15.

Despite the existence of state-to-state assistance, we considered that this potentially time
consuming and cumbersome process would be supplemented by obtaining the assistance of
a specialised non-governmental company, who could provide the information and
assistance we required more efficiently and speedily. In this context, we expected an
were led to believe during the course of our negotiations with Mr. Jerry James and Dr
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William Pepper that they represented companies that would go beyond the assistance
which we could have obtained from other states. Our expectation was that they would
effectively provide efficient private investigation services.
In around October 1999, I became aware of GSA Investment Corporation Limited ("GSA
Investment") and Trouvons Company LLC ("Trouvons"), through their representatives
Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik, whom I met, and Mr. Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali. These gentlemen
made enquiries as to whether NAB would be interested in hiring a foreign company to
assist with the supply of information and the speedy recovery of assets that had been
corruptly obtained and secreted outside of Pakistan. From the outset, Mr. Tariq Fawad
Malik held himself out to be the in-country representative of Trouvons and Mr. Ghazanfar
Sadiq All presented himself as the Chairman of GSA Investment. I attach examples of
these letters addressed to me at [Tab-I] (I note that it was the practice of my office that
anything that was addressed to me by name came to my staff officer, Brigadier Shujaat
Zamir Dar, who would invariably place it on my desk. If a letter was addressed to me in
this way, then it was almost certain that I would have read its contents).
17.

I received a follow-up letter dated 10 November 1999, in which Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik reproduced a reply to questions that we had raised regarding Trouvons and its methods of
operation [Tab-2]. The letter set out the considerable experience of the investigative team
that would be working on NAB's investigations and their previous notable successes. It
also stressed the fact that the arrangement would not cost the Government of Pakistan any
money. On 13 November 1999, I received a further letter from Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik
seeking my response [Tab-31.

18.

On the 4th of February 2000, I received a letter from Mr. Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali relating to
the Trouvons asset recovery programme, inquiring about whether NAB would like to
proceed with the proposal that Trouvons had submitted through its representative Mr. Tariq
_ Fawad Malik around the beginning of October 1999 [Tab-4J. The letter referred very
clearly to the fact that the arrangement would relate to assets that had been secreted away
in international jurisdictions. It also attached a further brief setting out the capabilities of
Trouvons. This information was supplemented by a Inauvot ualhae
st
fitthich I am fairly
sure I would have read at the time that I was considering Trouvons' proposals [Tab-5]. It
was on the basis of these documents, and my meetings with Trouvons' principals, that I
5

decided it would be in the interests of the Government of Pakistan — and more specifically
NAB - to engage a foreign investigative company.
19

NAB also received from Trouvons an outline of the asset recovery opportunity [Tab-6].
This provided a summary of how Trouvons would assist NAB. It stated that Trouvons
would work independently using a power of attorney to identify assets located outside of
Pakistan and to prosecute foreign legal proceedings for the turnover of such assets. It then
said that once collected, the proceeds would be divided by Trouvons according to the
sharing ratio specified in the agreement.

20.

I was interested in the prospect of working with a foreign company to harness and benefit
from their expertise. My understanding was that the foreign company would assist NAB to

r/ 1 obtain information about, and recover, assets that had been removed from Pakistan. In
order to further assess the proposals being put forth by Trouvons, I attended a meeting with
Trouvons in April 2000 in Colorado, USA.
21

In Colorado, I met Mr. Jerry James, who was introduced as the Manager of Trouvons, and
Dr. William Pepper who was introduced to me as the legal advisor to Trouvons. We had a
short meeting during which I said that NAB was aware that a lot of assets had been
.removed from Pakistan by corrupt public / private sector officials and placed all over the
world. I told them that NAB did not have the resources outside of Pakistan to go about
finding and recovering these assets and so NAB was interested in obtaining the assistance
of a foreign company with the resources and capability to assist in this regard.

22.

Mr. Jerry James and Dr. William Pepper assured me that they possessed the requisite
capabilities and resources to assist. They held themselves out as a cut above the rest of the
foreign companies who could offer this type of service and Mr. Jerry James presented
himself and his company as specialists in asset recovery. They spoke about their
exceptional connectivity within the US, the UK and other jurisdictions and their ability to
repatriate the ill-gotten assets back to Pakistan for the benefit of the people of Pakistan.

23.

They gave the clear impression to me that their company was not a one or two man show,
but instead one that used a web of personnel and contacts to achieve the results which they
said were possible. Further, they spoke about how they would provide concrete material
about assets located outside of Pakistan to help NAB prosecute the accused persons
6

successfully in Pakistan. Mr. Jerry James also assured me that their work would not cost
NAB any money and that Trouvons would only be entitled to commission on the amounts
actually repatriated back to Pakistan and that Trouvons would fund all of the investigations
and other efforts to recover assets in the first instance. I was left with the understanding
\that NAB had nothing to lose because they had no financial exposure and they would only
be required to pay Trouvons if and when assets were repatriated to Pakistan.
24.

As the first Chairman of NAB, I was greatly aware •of the significance of the
unprecedented task that we were about to undertake and therefore it was absolutely crucial
for us that Mr. Jerry James and his associated team and companies were able to deliver on
their proposals. The timely performanceS of any arrangement that we were to reach was
crucial because there were growing public pressures to recover the assets obtained from
corruption. The people of Pakistan had developed great expectations from NAB to bring
back the looted money and ill-gotten assets held abroad as quickly as possible.

25. I can categorically state that I would not have agreed to enter into a contract with a
company that did not profess to have the capabilities or the experience to gather concrete
information on assets secreted outside of Pakistan and to assist in the repatriation of those
assets. I was therefore relying upon the re esentations of M

.1 e I

WilliarS• n
iajel to me in my meetings with them, along with the letters that had been
sent to NAB by various representatives of Trouvons and GSA Investments, as the basis for
agreeing to direct that the negotiations be taken further and ultimately in agreeing to enter
into the asset recovery agreement
26.

When I returned from Colorado I spoke with other senior NAB officials, including Mr.
Farouk Khan, about what had been discussed between myself, Mr. Jerry James and Dr.
William Pepper at our meeting in Colorado. On the basis of the discussions in Colorado, I
( directed Mr. Farouk Khan to undertake the netiatioibs..ostlebalf of NAB anc
___UsugrAta
..
suitt_tigreemencln briefing Mr. Farouk Khan I emphasized a number of points.
First, I informed him that the agreement must clearly state that the foreign companies
were to deal and be concerned only with assets outside of Pakistan. This could
include anywhere else in the world, but the agreement was not to relate to assets
inside of Pakistan. This was very much the underlying rationale for NAB seeking
7

externalS assistance. We did not need or want assistance in relation to assets that
remained inside of Pakistan and we would never have agreed to give a foreign
company a cut of any such assets.
Second, I informed him that the foreign companies would receive a 20% share of any
money or encashable material only when there was an asset recovery that was
repatriated to Pakistan. This was refined in the final agreement so that Broadsheet
LLC ("Broadsheet") (as I explain below, this was the foreign company with which
the asset recovery agreement was ultimately made) was required to deposit all of the
assets that they recovered into an escrow account We had very clear expectations
that Broadsheet would deposit the funds it recovered in this way and we discussed
the details and arrangements for this, although 1 am uncertain as to whether any
escrow account was ultimately opened.
c.

As for the commission being set at 20%, this was the result of a compromise between
the parties because Broadsheet had originally sought 30% and NAB had sought 10%.

d.

Third, 1 made it clear that NAB was not to incur any costs or spend any money
except when Broadsheet repatriated assets from outside of Pakistan. Broadsheet's
commission would therefore be funded by the foreign assets which they had helped
to repatriate to Pakistan.

27.

Other than that, 1 left the details of the azeement to Mr. Farouk Khan, who had already
been involved with the developing negotiations since he joined NAB in November 1999.
It was my impression and understanding that Mr. Farouk Khan remained deeply involved
in the negotiations. As a result of my meeting with Mr. Jerry James and Dr. William
Pepper in Colorado and the on-going negotiations, in around June 2000 I asked them to
come to Pakistan to discuss the details of the proposed agreement. 1 understood that Mr.
Farouk Khan was meeting with these gentlemen, but we never met all together (to the best
of my recollection). When Mr. Farouk Khan wanted to discuss a point with me, he would
come to me alone.

28.

The negotiations that had taken place were with Mr. Jerry James, Dr. William Pepper and
the various representatives of Trouvons and GSA Investments that had written to NAB.
The company structures that would ultimately be adopted for the purposes of the contract
8

with the Government of Pakistan and to undertake the work was not something that I
concerned myself with. From my perspective, it was for the foreign representatives to
work out how they wanted to split up the work between them and how they• wished to
structure their organisation. It was my clear understanding that Broadsheet LLC and
International Asset Recovery Ltd ("JAR") were companies set up to focus on NAB's work
by the representatives of Trouvons. The company structure that was adopted would not
affect the commitments that Trouvons or GSA Investments, acting through their
representatives such as Mr. Jerry James and Dr. William Pepper, had made to NAB. My
thinking was very much that these were the same people albeit with a different company
and that both companies had the same mandate and were working towards the same
ultimate goal.
1
29. Prior to signing the Asset Recovery Agreement I ordered that it should be vetted by the
Ministry of Law and the Ministry of Finance, so that their approval could be obtained
[Page-1. My way of working was that if I had given an order then I assumed that it would
be followed; this is an approach I had learnt in the Army. It now transpires that Mr.
Farouk Khan appears to have failed to send the draft agreement to the relevant Ministries
and that he therefore failed to obtain their approval. I can provide no explanation as to
why Mr. Farouk Khan adopted this approach.
30.

The Asset Recovery Agreement between the President of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan
acting through the Chairman National Accountability Bureau and Broadsheet LLC was
entered into on 20 June 2000 ("the Broadsheet Agreement") [Tab-7]. I had the authority
to sign the Broadsheet Agreement and I signed it in my office with Dr. William Pepper,
whom I understood to have the authority to sign it on behalf of Broadsheet [Tab-81. A
separate agreement, which I understand is not in dispute in this arbitration was signed with
IAR on 15 July 2000.

31.

I note that all of the aspects that I had previously emphasized to Mr. Farouk Khan were
included in the Broadsheet Agreement. For example:
a.

That the Broadsheet Agreement only related to assets that were repatriated from
outside of Pakistan was stated in the preamble right at the very outset. Mr. Farouk
Khan assured me at the time of negotiating the Broadsheet Agreement that the
9

preamble clearly defined the intentions of both Parties which in this case was
repatriation of assets held outside Pakistan. I can categorically state that this was •
consistent with the' entirety of the negotiations. To my knowledge, there had never
been any discussion or mention in any of my meetings with Mr. Jerry James, Dr.
William Pepper or Mr. Farouk Khan, either directly or indirectly, about Broadsheet•
helping with or benefitting from the recovery of assets located inside of Pakistan. At
no point was it even hinted that Broadsheet would have any involvement whatsoever
with, or entitlement to, the recovery of assets located inside Pakistan. If NAB had
reached a settlement on its own, Broadsheet's entitlement to a share of the recovered
assets only arose if such assets had been located outside of Pakistan and the
settlement had resulted in repatriation of those assets to Pakistan. The crucial point
about the whole agreement was the assistance of the foreign companies in returning
assets back to Pakistan.
b.

It was because of the fact that Broadsheet's entitlement was limited to assets that
were repatriated from outside of Pakistan that NAB was willing to accept to give
Broadsheet such a sizeable commission from the assets that belonged to the people of
Pakistan. I felt that the 20% commission was perhaps even too high given that the
payment was to be made from public money. However, I was persuaded by Mr. Jerry
James that the nature of the asset recovery business was such that Broadsheet faced a
high risk exposure. That being the case, I felt that a high commission could be
justified because it was agreed that it would only be paid if and when secreted assets
were returned to Pakistan. There was never any discussion or agreement that
Broadsheet could assert an entitlement to a percentage of every single recovery made
by NAB, including assets recovered within Pakistan.
Provision was made for the opening of an escrow account, into which Broadsheet
were to deposit the funds which they recovered from outside of Pakistan.
Broadsheet's commission was then to be paid out of the funds deposited in the
escrow account. I would like to emphasise that no arrangement was made for NAB
to pay any funds that it recovered into this or any other escrow account. There were
no arrangements at all for NAB to declare its own recoveries under the contract, as it
was only Broadsheet which was required to deposit the recoveries under the contract
10

in an escrow account. On my reading of the contract before signing, I realised this
was consistent with my instructions.

NAB's performance of the Broadsheet Agreement
32.

After the Broadsheet Agreement was concluded, NAB fully cooperated with Broadsheet
during the period I was in office. As explained above, NAB — and its predecessor the
Ehtesab Bureau - had already started a major crackdown on persons suspected of
corruption and assets were already being attached in Pakistan in accordance with the law
governing NAB. By this stage, we had already undertaken substantial investigations and
arrested a number of suspects.

33.

To begin to benefit from the Broadsheet Agreement, the first step was to supply
Broadsheet with the names of persons to investigate. We forwarded the names of several
persons to Broadsheet so that they could locate, provide information on and repatriate to
Pakistan their international assets (for an example,

[Tab-9]).

These people went onto the

fist of registered Targets. The core team members of NAB compiled this list based upon
the available information. This core team had a good idea of what was going on in
Pakistan. We would often sit together after around 6pm and extensively discuss the
information that we had. As a result of these deliberations we would settle on further
names that should be added to the list of registered Targets. The list was not exhaustive
and nor was it supposed to be final.
34.

I was not subject to any form of political influence and NAB was free to do its job as we
thought fit in our best judgment and in accordance with NAB law. There were no political
or personal considerations that I was aware of or by which I was constrained. The Chief
Executive — General Musharraf - never told me to go after or refrain from going after any
particular person, or to hurry up or slowdown in any particular case. I recall one time
when Chief Executive Musharraf said to me that NAB was moving too slow and by this I
took him to mean that he wanted to see more concrete results. I told him that NAB could
only operate as fast as was possible within the constraints of the law and with its available
resources. Investigations into white-collar crime took a long time and were resource
intensive. We were also constrained by the speed of the legal system, including the
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establishment of the new Accountability Courts. I told him that if he wanted us to move
faster, he would have to change the law.
35.

Another related example of NAB conducting its work in a scrupulous and neutral way was
when I was visited by Mrs. Naseem Saigol to protest against NAB's investigations into the
Lakhani family in relation to wilful loan defaults.

Mrs. Saigol was aggressively

complaining to me in the presence of Mr. Farouk Adam Khan about how much the Saigols
had done for the country and therefore why the NAB should not be investigating the
Saigols. I let her finish and then I informed her that we would see her in court anyway. I
was not prepared to make any exceptions to the proper due process that NAB was required
to follow.
36.

There was no priority to the list of registered Targets and the order of the names on the list
1
1 was not intended to have any significance. Naturally, in my own mind, certain Targets
were more important than others, either because of the suspected value of their assets or

, I because the Pakistani people in their perception were more aware of certain persons
11
included in the Target List. It would not have been difficult for Broadsheet to figure out
i ' that certain Targets carried greater significance than others. Nevertheless, we never
'
37.

informed Broadsheet about any priority.
Finally, in relation to the list of registered Targets, I can appreciate that there might be a
number of circumstances in which it would be desirable and necessary to remove a Target
from the list of registered Targets, for example if they had agreed to a plea bargain.
Despite this, during my period as Chairman the investigations were still in their early
stages and I never sought to remove any Target from the list of registered Targets.

38.

I also signed a number of Powers of Attorney in favour of Broadsheet in relation to Targets
that had been registered on the list [Tab-10]. The signing of these Powers of Attorney was
intended to enable Broadsheet to act in foreign jurisdictions in the name of the Government•
of Pakistan in relation to proceedings against the Targets. Needless to say, there was no
need to agree on powers of attorney for the purposes of investigations within Pakistan.

39.

NAB was committed to keeping its side of the bargain and to ensuring that Broadsheet
received NAB's full cooperation and facilitation in the execution of their asset recovery
programme. Therefore, in spite of confidentiality concerns, •I granted Broadsheet
12
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permission to maintain an office in the building of NAB's headquarters in Islamabad.
Broadsheet did not pay any contribution towards the costs of this office space.
Representatives of Broadsheet, including Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik who I believed to be the•
in-country representative of Broadsheet, worked from this office. Whilst NAB retained
control over its own documents, we took the approach that we would give Broadsheet's
employees and agents anything that they requested if we agreed that it would assist them to
provide information and recover assets from abroad.
40. I believe that NAB also handed over documents to Broadsheet and TAR that we had
inherited from the Ehtesab Bureau's investigations. This included large volumes of
documents relating to the investigations into the Mr. Zardari and Ms. Bhutto cases. Our
expectation was that Broadsheet and IAR would use these documents as a springboard and
take the investigations forward in material and concrete respects.
41.

At the same time, NAB continued to undertake its own investigations in parallel to the
work that it was led to believe (although without any concrete evidence) that Broadsheet
was undertaking. We had a large team of investigators and we were also working
alongside the Federal Investigation Agency (or HA), the State Bank of Pakistan and other
governmental organisations.

Broadsheet's non-performance of the Broadsheet Agreement
42.

I was only in office for about three months after the signing of the Broadsheet Agreement.
However, 1 had sufficient opportunity to observe that Broadsheet (and JAR as well)
seemed to have grossly misrepresented and exaggerated their competencies and resources

•

with respect to their asset recovery programme. During this period, Broadsheet did next to
nothing concrete to assist NAB in recovering assets outside Pakistan through their
investigations. They failed to provide us with any useful information and failed to
repatriate any assets back to Pakistan.
43.

NAB was responsible for prosecuting Targets inside Pakistan and to this end I believe that
the Accountability Court system was set up upon NAB's request. NAB did not require any
assistance with regard to assets that were held inside Pakistan (and to my knowledge and
understanding Broadsheet did not have any resources or rights to pursue anything inside
Pakistan).
13
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44. NAB needed detailed information about the foreign assets belonging to the registered
Targets. We did not know where the foreign assets had been hidden and this was the very
reason for us engaging the assistance of Broadsheet. We could only rely upon allegations
relating to foreign assets in our domestic prosecutions if we had proof of those assets as
well as proof of a link between the Target and the foreign assets. Broadsheet, however,
was not providing the type of proof of foreign assets that we needed. They also failed to
achieve the repatriation of any foreign assets back to Pakistan.
45.

Whilst it was too early for me to draw any firm and final conclusions about whether
Broadsheet would provide assistance to NAB in the future, during my time at NAB,
Broadsheet were certainly not providing the level of assistance that we had been led to
believe they would.

46. For example, the only Target in respect to which Broadsheet may have contributed was
Mr. Mansur-ul-Haq. NAB was investigating Mr. Mansur-ul-Haq prior to the signing of the
Broadsheet Agreement. On 27 December 1999, I had ordered his detention on suspicion of
accepting illegal commissions and kickbacks iTab-11]. His name and details were passed
on to Broadsheet as a registered Target. As far as I am aware, during my time at NAB,
Broadsheet provided no useful information about Mr. Mansur-ul-Haq. All of the progress
on this Target during that period was being made as a result of NAB's work.
Leaving NAB
47.

Around September 2000, 1 put in a request to be posted back to the Army. On 25
September 2000, 1 subsequently left my post as the Chairman of NAB. This was entirely
my own decision. I had met with Mr. Jerry James, Mr. Doug Tisdale, Dr. William Pepper
and Mr. Tariq Fawad Malik in London on 22 September 2000 and I had explained to them
that the transition between myself and the incoming Chairman of NAB, Lt. Gen. Khalid
Maqbool, would be seamless and that Broadsheet's operations and prospects under the
Broadsheet Agreement would not be negatively impacted in any way.

48.

Save for a handful of isolated instances (which I refer to below), I did not stay in contact
with my colleagues at NAB and 1 made no attempt to keep up-to-date with how NAB's
work progressed after I had left. This is the approach that we take in the army; when you
leave a post you take no papers and you do not look back.
14
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49.

I met Mr. Jerry James and Dr. William Pepper only once after leaving NAB and this was in
the course of a purely social visit to my home at their request. We did not discuss matters
relating to NAB. After this visit 1 received a letter from Mr. Jerry James dated 30 May

L

2001. He requested my support and involvement in the work of NAB and Broadsheet.
/
/
/ Nothing ever came of this letter [Tab-12).
I also met with NAB Chairman General (Rtd)
Shahid Aziz soon after he took over on his request on one occasion and we discussed the
general cases.

50.

To the best of my recollection, I have only seen Mr. Farouk Khan on one occasion after I
left NAB. This was at an Old Gallians meeting and we did not discuss anything to do with
NAB. In the course of this arbitration, I was shown Mr. Farouk Khan's affidavit dated 22
August 2010. Some of the affidavit was simply comment on routine matters, however,
some of the facts contained in it came as a total shock to me. As far as I was aware,
Broadsheet had not actively or conscientiously tried to fulfil any, let alone all, of its
obligations under the Broadsheet Agreement. Also, as I have already said, there was no
priority between the Targets. In early 2015 I got a telephone call from Mr. Farouk Khan
saying I must be aware of what was going on. I knew without him saying that he was
referring to this case. He started to say "So what should" before he could proceed any
further I butted in and said "Sir, you just state the truth" or words to that effect. The
conversation ended after the exchange of pleasantries.

51.

Whilst I had realized much later in life - and long after 1 left NAB - that I might have
perhaps trusted Mr. Farouk Khan too much, I was stil ur. - .

ee that he had taken
the definitive positions that he has stated in his affidavit. It came to my attention later on
II

that his son was employed by Mr. David Orchard who along with Dr. Pep er were legal
eact latrocrnr"

Statement of Truth
I believe that the facts stated in this witnessIstatement are true.
Signed:
Lt. General (Rtd) Syed Muhammad Amjad
Dated:
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ARBITRATION ACT 1996
AND IN THE MATTER OF AN ARBITRATION
CI Arb. Case No. 129120.001
BETWEEN:

BROADSHEET LLC (IN LIQUIDATION)
Claimant
- and THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN AND ITS
NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU
Respondents

SECOND WITNESS STATEMENT OF
LT. GENERAL (RTD) SYED MUHAMMAD AMJAD
FORMER CHAIRMAN NAB

I, LT. GENERAL (RTD) SYED MUHAMMAD AMJAD, of House No. 5, Street No. 2,
Sector C, Phase No I, Defence Housing Authority, Islamabad, Pakistan WILL SAY as follows:
Introduction
I.

I was the Chairman of the National Accountability Bureau ("NAB") from 16th November
1999 to 25's September 2000. I have read the witness statements of Douglas Tisdale ("Mr
Tisdale") and Robert Byrne ("Mr Byrne") dated 24 July 2015 and Farouk Adam Khan
dated 17 July 2015. I make this witness statement in support of the Respondents' defence S.
to the Claimant's claims and in response to certain points arising from those witness
statements referred to above. Where 1 have not addressed parts of the Claimant's evidence,
this is not because I agree with that evidence.

1

2.

The facts and matters referred to in this statement are based on my own personal
knowledge or on documents in my possession or now shown to me. Where they are based
on my personal knowledge they are true and where they are based on documents now
shown to me they are true to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
In the course of this witness statement I will refer to a bundle of documents marked exhibit
"SMA-2". References in this statement in the form (Tab-X] are to documents contained in
that exhibit.
It is necessary for me to repeat that the events described in this statement took place more
than 15 years ago. Accordingly, I have prepared this statement to the best of my ability
and recollection, assisted by the contemporaneous documentation exhibited to it.

Formation of NAB
In response to Mr Tisdale's comments on the formation of NAB at paragraph 35, at the
time of General Musharraf's take over in October 1999, his comment that the Ehtesab
Bureau had become so discredited that it was disbanded and replaced by NAB needs some
clarification. A perusal of the Ehtesab Act, 1997 showed that it could not serve the purpose
for which the new Accountability institution was being created. We had two options; (1) to
amend the Ehtesab Act 1997 to meet the requirements; (2) To repeal it and promulgate a
new Accountability Ordinance. The latter course was adopted and once the National
Accountability Ordinance, 1999 was promulgated, The Ehtesab Act 1997 stood repealed.
Since the Ehtesab Bureau was the creation of Ehtesab Act 1997, the Bureau also ceased to
exist and was replaced by the National Accountability Bureau.
6 i NAB was therefore not an entirely new organization. It was instead a successor of the
Ehtesab Bureau, inheriting all its assets and liabilities, and it represented a progression
from the work that the Ehtesab Bureau had begun. NAB inherited the pending
investigations etc from the Ehtesab Bureau but its mandate was changed with the
%

introduction of the National Accountability Ordinance No. XVIII of 1999.

Negotiations and signing of the Broadsheet Agreement
7.

In response to paragraph 13 of Mr Farouk Adam Khan's witness statement regarding the
approaches by foreign asset recovery companies to NAB, I do not recollect being advised
2
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about any• approaches to NAB from foreign asset recovery companies other than those by
GSA and Trouvons Company LLC ("Trouvons").. Other companies may have approached
members of NAB's staff, but I do not recall being informed about any such approaches. I
had not heard of the company referred to as Kroll
before my involvement in this
-----______
arbitration, and [do not recall being advised about any approaches made by Kroll to NAB.
As I have explained in my first witness statement, when Broadsheet's representatives came
to Pakistan to discuss the draft Broadsheet Agreement, I left the day-to-day negotiations to
Mr Farouk Adam Khan. Though I may have met Dr Pepper, Mr Jerry James and Mr Tariq
Fawad Malik on occasion.
9.

Mr Farouk Adam Khan has stated at paragraph 25 that I formed a committee specifically
for the purpose of reviewing the draft Broadsheet Agreement. I do not have a recollection
of convening any such committee in the formal sense of that word. I do recall one meeting
where around 7 or 8 senior people from within NAB went through the whole draft
\

Broadsheet Agreement clause by clause and provided their input. This may be what Mr
Farouk Adam Khan is referring to.

10. At the time of the negotiations I was not particularly interested in precisely how the
representatives of Trouvons wanted to divide up the work that they would do for NAB. I
was aware that two companies, Broadsheet and JAR, had been established and that they
would be the companies with which NAB and the Government of Pakistan would contract.
From my perspective the representatives that we had been dealing with had remained the
sanie. So far as I was concerned, the structure of the companies would not affect the
representations that had been made during our negotiations with those representatives. I did
not personally make enquiries into the details of Broadsheet or IAR, including the reasons
for their establishment, and no such details were explained to me.
11. In relation to paragraph 21 of Mr Tisdale's statement, although I was entirely unaware of
this at the time of the negotiations, in relation to this arbitration, I have recently been
shown one document sent from Mr Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali to Mr Jerry James dated 23 June
2000 [Tab-1] and another document sent from Dr William Pepper to Mr Jerry James also
dated 23 June 2000 [Tab-2). From my perusal of these documents, they indicate to me
that Mr Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali and Dr William Pepper had made the introduction of
3
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Trouvons to NAB without informing NAB that Trouvons' Managing Director, Mr Ronald
Rudman, had been suspended from the practice of law for a three year period beginning
,around December 1997 for actively misrepresenting to the sole beneficiary of an estate the
disposition of certain of the decedent's assets and Mr Rudman and his wife's interests in a
corporation of which the decedent was a shareholder before his death ITab-31.
12.

First, as far as I can recall I never heard Mr Rudman's name being mentioned and I do not
remember ever meeting him. Nevertheless, I can be certain that I was never told that any
of the representatives of Trouvons had been suspended from practice for a breach of
professional regulations. I would have definitely remembered being told something of that
importance. It is also quite obvious to me that I should have been told of these matters as
they would have been relevant to my decisions as to whether to work with these people.
Trouvons, their representatives, and those of Broadsheet should have had nothing to do
•with a person who had been disbarred. I can confidently say that if I had known of this
information at the time, I would not have talked to Trouvons o Broadeir ever again.

----13. Second, although I considered that it was Trouvons' representatives' concern and not mine
how they structured their business, it appears from Dr Pepper's letter to Mr James dated
23 June 2000 that• the reason that Broadsheet was incorporated should have also been
disclosed to me [Tab-21. At paragraph 1 of that letter, Dr Pepper tells Mr James that he
Would certainly never have allowed Trouvons to be introduced to the Government of
Pakistan had he known about the nature and extent of Mr Rudman's problems. At
paragraph 3 of his letter, Dr Pepper indicates that Broadsheet was a company formed in
order to cover the Trouvons "disability". It is my inference here that this disability was•
that relating to Mr Rudman's suspension from legal practice. The entirety of this
unsatisfactory state of affairS should have been clearly set out to me. Again, if I had
known about this, I would never had talked to Trouvons or Broadsheet or any of their
representatives again. There was simply too much pressure and significance riding on the
unprecedented task facing NAB for me to have risked the operation by contracting with a
foreign company with this type of chequered history.
14. Unfortunately, this does not appear to be the only important thing that the representatives
of Trouvons kept from me. When I had been told about Broadsheet's highly professional
team and its employment of a variety of professionals, I was led to believe that Broadsheet
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would have at least some team in place before the conclusion of the Broadsheet Agreement
with the remainder of the team to be assembled in short order after the conclusion of the
agreement. This seemed almost essential for a company that (through Trouvons) was
claiming to be continuously engaged in efforts to collect hundreds of millions of dollars, as
we had been told. I was surprised to learn upon reading paragraph 44 of Mr Tisdale's
statement that Broadsheet did not have such a team in place and that it struggled to get a
team together following the conclusion of the Broadsheet Agreement. I was also entirely
unaware about the internal conflicts that existed at the time amongst the representatives of
Broadsheet [Tabs-1 and 21.
15.

I was equally unaware of the personal history that existed between Mr Tisdale and Mr
James as set out between paragraphs 17 and 22 of Mr Tisdale's statement. It was my
understanding that they had met in their• common line of business as experts in asset•
recovery and investigations. 1 did not know until 1 consulted his witness statement and
C.V. that Mr Tisdale was in fact a commercial lawyer with no obvious specialism in the
type of work that Broadsheet allegedly specialised in and that he had met Mr James
because they were neighbours. Likewise, I was unaware of any of their previous dealings
such as them becoming friends during Mr Tisdale's campaign to become City Councilman
in Cherry Hills Village. If 1 had been made aware of this background, it would have
prompted me to question the truth about the capabilities and expertise of Broadsheet and its
representatives.

NAB's performance of the Broadsheet Agreement
16.

I am aware that interpreting the Broadsheet Agreement is a matter to be left to the
arbitrator in this matter. It is nevertheless important for me to make it clear that certain
statements, such as those in paragraph 45 of Mr Tisdale's witness statement that the ARA
provided Broadsheet with the right to pursue assets", are untrue and misleading. My clear

understanding of the Broadsheet Agreement was that it gave Broadsheet the right to
investigate and repatriate assets that had been secreted outside of Pakistan by the registered
targets. Broadsheet had no power and no business pursuing any assets inside of Pakistan.
I have been shown a letter from Mr Tisdale to Mr James dated 30 September 2000 iTab-41
Where Mr Tisdale stated that "This Contract represents a significant business opportunity
available to Broadsheet in connection with the pursuit of persons and entities who have
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fraudulently obtained, converted and secreted finds and other assets belonging to the
Government of Pakistan and are holding such assets outside Pakistan." This is consistent
with my clear understanding of the scope of Broadsheet's role.
17 • I would say the following in response to Mr Tisdale's comments at paragraph 45 of his
statement that being able to pursue multiple targets provided economies of scale for
Broadsheet. Initially I was not in favour of issuing large lists of registered targets, even
including the first list containing 17 targets. I took the view that we should have only given
a select list of targets to Broadsheet for them to investigate. Following discussions with
Mr Farouk Adam Khan and others in NAB, I eventually agreed to provide Broadsheet with
a larger list of registered targets. One of the reasons for this was because there might be
interconnecting links between targets.
18.

When we put targets on the registered list, NAB expected those persons to be investigated
simultaneously by Broadsheet. The purpose of putting them on a list and disclosing their
details to Broadsheet would have been lost if Broadsheet only pursued the targets one by
one. If that had been Broadsheet's intention, NAB could have just given them one or two
names to investigate. Having given Broadsheet a list of targets, I therefore expected them
to pursue most, if not all, of the targets simultaneously. At the time NAB was pursuing
around about 100 cases simultaneously. If Broadsheet was a company with the capabilities
that we had been promised, then I had expected them to be able to comfortably pursue
investigations into first 17, and later more, targets.

19. Mr Farouk Adam Khan also discusses the registration of targets in a letter he refers to at
paragraph 45 of his statement from himself to one of my successors Gen. Munir Hafiez
dated 9 December 2001 [Tab-5). In that letter, he expressed his opinion that the main
purpose of the Broadsheet Agreement was to recover the money that had been taken from
Pakistan to overseas locations. He goes on to say that persons who were located in
Pakistan with known and suspected assets also located in Pakistan should not have been
( listed as targets in the first instance. I disagree with his view because NAB was entitled to
register a target that it was investigating even if it did not know that the target had assets
outside of Pakistan. In certain cases NAB wanted to ascertain whether that target had
secretly taken assets abroad and it therefore wanted Broadsheet to investigate those
persons. Also, as I have discussed above, sometimes targets were listed to ensure that
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Broadsheet was not hindered in its investigations. I am now aware that it appears Mr
Farouk Adam Khan was being paid by Broadsheet when he wrote this letter because he had
been acting as their consultant almost as soon as he left NAB (I discuss this further at.1
paragraph 29 below).
20. After we had provided the list of targets and the Powers of Attorney ("POAs") to
Broadsheet, we expected Broadsheet to start work and earn their commission. It was they
who had approached us offering their services, so that they could benefit from the •
opportunity of using their supposed skills to cam their commission. We provided them
with the lists of targets, the POAs, a base in NAB's offices, and we assisted them by
' providing the information which we had relating to their cases. Other than that NAB was
working on its own investigations, and was not required to constantly supervise Broadsheet
on their investigations.
• 21. As for the provision of POAs to Broadsheet, as referred to in paragraphs 48 to 51 of Mr
Tisdale's statement, this was a process managed by the legal department that was, during
my tenure with NAB, headed by Mr Farouk Adam Khan. I was not personally involved in
the process that they were following and I would only become involved at the end of the
process to sign the POAs.• I note that the reference in paragraph 50 of the first witness
statement of Mr Tisdale to POAs being individually approved by the Government is totally
wrong. This process was managed by NAB.
22. I left around three months after the signing of the Broadsheet Agreement, and I am
therefore unable to comment on the POAs that were issued after that time. In the period of
my Chairmanship, we were extremely busy. Mr Farouk Adam Khan was often in court
and travelling around the country dealing with NAB matters. Although we were very
busy, the POAs were being prepared as expeditiously as was possible and issued thereafter.
I do not consider that any time was wasted in issuing the POAs to Broadsheet. We were
working as quickly as we could and — even if there had been some delay which Broadsheet
alleges — this would not have prevented it from starting its enquiries into those Targets
which already had a POA issued by NAB.

137
Matrix's investigations
23.

In considering Broadsheet's witnesses evidence on their alleged performance of the
Broadsheet Agreement, I have read the witness statement of Robert Byrne dated 24 July
2015. Before my involvement in this arbitration, I had never heard of Matrix Research Ltd
("Matrix"). I was not aware that Broadsheet was obtaining assistance from Matrix. The
manner in which Broadsheet went about its business and arranged investigative work was
not my concern and I was not privy to this information. To the best of my recollection, I
do not believe that I have ever met or spoken with Mr Robert Byrne, Mr Joe Forbes ("Mr
Forbes") or any other person from Matrix. Further, I do not recognise any of the names on
the list provided at paragraph 27 Of Mr Bymc's witness statement.

24.

I have read the report now referred to in Mr Byme's witness statement including at
paragraphs 51,57, 65, 71, 77, 85 and 91. The report was said to have been prepared by Mr
Forbes of Matrix following his visit to Pakistan between 15 to 21 November 2000 ITab-6].
I did not see this report prior to this arbitration and Mr Forbes' visit took place after I had
left NAB. Nevertheless, insofar as the report relates to the state of affairs at NAB prior to
my departure, I am able to provide the following comments in response to paragraphs of
Mr Forbes' letter:
a.

In paragraph 2, Mr Forbes correctly identifies the scope of Broadsheet's operations
as being limited to "recovering, where possible, part of the monies allegedly stolen
from Pakistan and concealed abroad." This goes back to the point that I made above
(and also in my first statement) that it was always very clear to everyone involved
that the entirety of the Broadsheet relationship was only ever related to assets that
were held outside of Pakistan.

b.

In paragraph 2, Mr Forbes also refers to the need for a full and free exchange of
information between NAB and Broadsheet During my time as Chairman, I had
provided my staff with instructions that were broadly consistent with this goal (see
further paragraph 39 of my first witness statement dated 18 July 2015.
As to the reference in paragraph 4 to an earlier "Kroll report", as I have said above, I
had not heard about a company named Kroll and, before I read about this report for
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the purposes of this arbitration, I had never, previously heard about any such Kroll
report and (if it exists) I know nothing about any such report.
•hi paragraph 5, Mr Forbes refers to Mr Farouk Adam Khan having been retained to
deal with "special" cases. He also refers to Mr Farouk Adam Khan being "totally
committed to the Broadsheet cause". As I explain further below, prior to reading the
Claimant's witness statements, I was unaware that Mr Farouk Adam Khan had been
ained by and was working for Broadsheet as soon as he left his role as the PGA at
AB. Given the sensitivity of Mr Farouk Adam Khan's role as an attorney for NAB,
I
e.

as surprised and troubled to learn that he did so.

In paragraph 6, Mr Forbes refers to Mr Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali, his "murky past" and
"how deeply Ghazanjar was involved' in the BCCI scandal. During my tenure as
Chairman NAB, I was not made aware of Mr Ghazanfar Sadiq Al's past or his
involvement in the collapse of 13CCI, and I am still not aware of any of the details of
this. Instead, I had been led to believe that both those introducing NAB to Trouvons
and Broadsheet's team were highly professional. If I had been aware of Mr
Ghazanfar Sadiq All's history I would not have pursued a recommendation or
introduction made by his company and I would not have continued to negotiate or
permit NAB to negotiate with him or his associates, including Broadsheet. The
reasons for this are identical for those reasons that I have explained above in
paragraph 13.
I disagree with the superficial conclusions that Mr Forbes has drawn in paragraph 8
relating to the staff at NAB. It is not clear to me how Mr Forbes was able to reach
such a view upon one short visit to Pakistan. The personnel at NAB were drawn
from a variety of different backgrounds and — so far as I was concerned — worked
effectively as a team. This variety ensured that NAB had a range of different and
complementary skills and expertise. In my opinion, during my time at NAB, it can
be fairly, described as an efficient organisation run by hard-working, well-educated
people who knew their jobs and knew what needed to be done.
My view on NAB's competencies is reflected by the results that we were able to
achieve inside of Pakistan. In relation to pursuing investigations inside Pakistan, we

were sufficiently financed and had properly trained staff I would agree that in
relation to pursuing investigations and assets outside of Pakistan, we did not have the
same competencies •and we did not have personnel with the requisite experience.
This was precisely why we sought out a company to assist us in these cases, as .
explained by Mr Shahid Hussain Raja at the time ITab-71.
I would also reiterate in response to Mr Forbes' view that NAB was inefficient that
investigatory work of the type conducted by NAB can often take long periods of time
to move from the start to the finish of the process. By way of example, through my
interaction at the time of my Chairmanship with personnel in the undeniably better
resourced and more experienced Serious Fraud Office (SFO) in the United Kingdom,
I learnt that complex investigations often took the SFO approximately five years
from start to finish. I agree with Mr Byme's observation, at paragraph 142 of his
statement, that the results of an investigation do not always correspond with the
amount of work that is put in by the investigating team.
The observations and criticisms made in paragraph 9 of Mr Forbes' report are again
Superficial and either simply inaccurate or unjustified. In around 2000, it was
perfectly common that paper records were still held by NAB. This was the case in
other public institutions within Pakistan and, I believe, outside of Pakistan as well.
The efforts to computerise our records were on-going at the time I was Chairman of
NAB.
As for the quality of NAB's pre-existing record keeping, this is clearly a subjective
question. What 1 can say is that NAB was always seeking to maintain and improve
its records in such a manner that they could be utilised by NAB when necessary.
NAB was able to use its own record keeping effectively and efficiently and thereby
provide Broadsheet with information if it existed. If Broadsheet asked for a specific
piece of information, we would give it to them if we had it and it would be useful to
them. If we did not have the information, we would attempt to obtain it and, if
successful, we would then give it to them.
k.

Whether, at this time, NAB's records were what Mr Forbes or even Broadsheet had
expected is a different issue and a matter beyond my knowledge. I can say for
10

certain, however, that 1 never gave any assurances to Broadsheet before entering the
Broadsheet Agreement that it could expect to find all of NAB's records in a certain
format or in a certain place or completed to a certain standard that Broadsheet now
says that it wanted in relation to any of the registered targets. NAB had simply
agreed to deliver to Broadsheet information as may be available to NAB subject to
my discretion as the Chairman. Broadsheet's alleged expectation that a perfect
record containing all of the information that they would have liked would be passed
to them by NAB was unrealistic and unjustified. In certain cases we were
undertaking our own investigations into the same targets and did not• have the
information that Broadsheet was demanding.
1.

NAB's obligations to Broadsheet were limited as part of the arrangement whereby
Broadsheet was given an opportunity to earn commission if it was able to use its
powers and resources to recover assets from outside of Pakistan. Apart from

L_

cooperation, I was not really interested in hovv Broadsheet went about doing that.
Broadsheet took, amongst other risks, the risk that records or the information
available to NAB may not be sufficient for Broadsheet to make easy recoveries.
That, however, was not my concern and I had many other things to take care of
during this period. We expected Broadsheet to be able to make progress on its own,
as well as with our assistance.
m.

Paragraph 10 of Mr Forbes' report contains yet more unsupported assumptions
•relating• to Regional Accountability Bureaus ("RABs"). The RABs work consisted
of investigations and the preparation of cases to pass over to NAB headquarters
NAB would then proceed to prosecute• these cases. When it came to the RABs
supporting NAB's headquarters and meeting NAB's requirements in relation to
•investigations in Pakistan, I was never aware of any problems or issues during my
time as Chairman. Further, I never had any doubt about the commitment of the
officers working in the RABs, and I disagyee with Mr Forbes' speculations to the
contrary.

n.

I take exception to the subjective remarks made about Mr Raja Raza Arshad in
paragraph 12 of the letter, which appear to have made their way into paragraph 55 of
Mr Tisdale's witness statement. Mr Arshad was absolutely dedicated and devoted to
11

the work of NAB. He had the conscience required to properly complete his tasks and
he also had the intelligence to pick up what his job demanded of him and perform it
properly. Given that Mr Forbes and Broadsheet were close to Mr Farouk Adam
Khan and Mr Forbes reports Mr Farouk Adam Khan as despising Mr Arshad
it is .
the “inquiry
t.outinmeer
Arsi7
abso
possible that Mr Forbes' unpleasant and unjustified comments
olisoewviileiwm
influenced-65/ Mr Farouk Adam Khan. I do not sharethose
o.

In response to Mr Forbes' statement that NAB did not a-----------agents involved in the research of our priority targets",

I infer that he is referring to

the primary investigating officers at NAB. Broadsheet was to work through its
•

contacts at NAB and not directly with our individual investigators. Our work inside
of Pakistan was not directly relevant to Broadsheet and they were not entitled to
unbridled access to whosoever they sought to meet For these reasons, we did not
permit direct contact, but we were always willing to exchange information where it
would assist Broadsheet's investigations.
Mr Forbes made certain recommendations between paragraphs 19 and 21 of his

•

report. To reiterate, I was not interested in precisely how. Broadsheet went about its
work or what procedures it adopted to do so. I was interested in Broadsheet
producing the results that it had promised it could achieve. Similarly, Broadsheet did
•not have any say in how NAB was run.
Finally, in relation to paragraph 23 of Mr Forbes' report, I do not recall ever having
to take any of my staff members to task for any type of information leak, and I do not
recall any sensitive information being leaked during my time as Chairman.

Broadsheet's investigations
25.

Mr Tisdale has referred at paragraph 129 of his witness statement to a report that he
prepared for Broadsheet dated 31 October 2000. In that report he states that I interrogated
Mr Hashwani in Pakistan and that an "eyes only" report to NAB was prepared. To be
frank, I am not really sure what Mr Tisdale means by an "eyes only" report, although I
assume he means a confidential report within NAB. In any event, I recall that Mr
Hashwani came to the NAB offices on only one occasion. I, and a team of other people
from within NAB, questioned him for approximately three to four hours. After that
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interview, 1 do not recall preparing an "eyes only" report and I am not aware of anyone else
preparing such a report.
26.

The interrogation of Mr Hashwani was about his assets and his income tax payments. I do
not believe that Mr Hashwani spoke about any assets held outside of Pakistan, and there
would have therefore been nothing to report to Broadsheet. The reason why such a person
would have been listed as a Broadsheet target was because we simply did not have
sufficient information on Mr Hashwani at the time we listed him. We did not know for
sure what his assets were or where he held them. This would have been something that we
wanted Broadsheet to investigate further. I have no knowledge of any settlement being
made with Mr Hashwani of any amount during my time as Chairman.

27.

In relation to the investigations into Sultan Lakhani, which are mentioned by Mr Tisdale at
paragraphs 166-177 of his witness statement, these were proceeding during my period as
Chairman. We had suspicions that taxes had not been paid as well as bank loan defaults;
however, we were just looking at his assets inside Pakistan and we were in the early days
of investigating the situation.

28.

I left NAB before Mr Nawaz Sharif was exiled from Pakistan. During my time as
Chairman, we were pursuing numerous cases within Pakistan against Mr Sharif relating to
his assets. We had nothing to do with the plane hijacking case, but were concerned only
with the category a cases relating to corruption, money laundering and bank loan defaults.
Our information on Mr Sharif varied in each case, but we were aware that his income tax
returns did not match the assets that he owned. I have recently been shown the feasibility
study into Mr Sharif entitled "Project Sapphire" at [Tab-81. I do not recall having ever had
sight of this document It appears to mc that if Broadsheet had concrete information that
went beyond the information known to NAB, they should have shared it with us.

The Role of Mr Farouk Adam Khan
29.

Reading paragraph 42 of Mr Farouk Adam Khan's witness statement was the first occasion
on which I became aware that he began to work for Broadsheet as a consultant almost as
soon as he left his position as the PGA. Subject to my comments in paragraph 24.d) above,
I do not consider it to be appropriate to comment on the ethics or morality of this decision,
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but it would explain some of the views that Mr Farouk Adam Khan has expressed in
respect of the Broadsheet Agreement.
30.

I would like to clarify that, contrary to paragraphs 36 and 37 of Mr Farouk Adam Khan's
witness statement, I never resigned from my position as Chairman NAB. I was posted
back to the army.

31.

It is •also' important to address Mr Farouk Adam Khan's statement that, before my departure
from NAB, I became frustrated by the interference of General Musharraf in the matter of
investigations and consequential proceedings in Court conducted by the NAB. I can
categorically deny that I ever experienced any direct interference at all from General
Musharraf in any case or that I was frustrated by any actual interference from Genera!
Musharraf. To the contrary, I recall that when I asked Mr. Farouk Adam Khan to open
investigations against the Chaudhry's of Gujrat (namely Chaudhry Shujaat) an influential
. political family in Punjab and other related people, he queried whether we would be
allowed to pursue these cases. My response was that we could pursue whoever we
considered fell within our remit.

Typographical error in my first witness statement
32.

It has been drawn to my attention that at paragraph 29 of my first witness statement there
was a stray reference to "[Page -*J". I confirm that this reference should be deleted from
this sentence.

Statement of Truth

1 believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true.

Signed:
U. General (Rtd) Syed Muhammad Amjad
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ARBITRATION ACT 1996
AND IN THE MATTER OF AN ARBITRATION
CI Arb. Case No. 129120001
BETWEEN:

BROADSHEET LLC (IN LIQUIDATION)
Claimant
- and THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN AND ITS
NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU
Respondents

EXHIBIT SMA-2

This is the Exhibit "SMA-2" as referred to in the Witness Statement of Lt.
General (RTD) Syed Muhammad Amjad.

Dated this 23 day of September 2015
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AFFIDAVIT

I, FAROUK ADAM KHAN, OF (Village Amangarh, Telisil and District Nowshera, Pakistan
MAICE OATH AND SAY:
I. I was appointed as the Prosecutor General, the chief legal officer, of the National Accountability
Bureau ("NAB") in November 1999. I remained as the Prosecutor General, NAB till November 2000.
2. I confirm that NAB was the principal agency of the Government of the Islamic Republic of
Pakistan charged with the responsibility of recovering assets which have been illegally obtained by
past and current public servants and officers and used for their own personal benefit and the benefit
of their family, friends and associates.
3. In my position of Prosecutor General (NAB) I had the responsibility of overseeing these asset
recovery activities and working very closely, in this regard, with Lieutenant General Mohammed
Amjad, the NAB Chairman, as his principal legal adviser.
4. Because of the complexity of the tasks and the sophistication of the often highly placed corrupt
governmental officials, whose business dealing were international in scope, it was decided at one point
to enter into Service Agreements with specific international companies and professionals and to
assign to them, on a selective basis, the task of recovering assets which were, in one way or another
the fruits of illegal activity, upon such terms and conditions as were agreed upon.
5. It became my responsibility to negotiate these agreements with the companies concerned and to
finalize the contracts for the Chairman's approval, and signing on and on behalf of the
President/Chief Executive of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.
_ato.n.egeljalizes with Broadsheet
6. In the course of performing this duty, I recall that we eptsrscit
LLC, ("Broadsheet'') a company domiciled in the Isle of Man. The negotiations, for Broadsheet were
carried on by Dr. William F. Pepper, a Member of the Bar of England and Wales and an Attorney —
at — Law in the United States.
7. I clearly remember the hours Bill Pepper sat on the other side of my table as we hammered out
clause after clause of the agreement. At one point, I remember becoming slightly annoyed, if not
offended, because, in the event of a breach, or the termination of the Agreement by NAB, he insisted
on his clients having the right to continue to pursue designated asset recovery targets after a breach,
so that they could seek the benefit of their expenditures even though the Agreement had been
terminated. I asked him why he didn't trust us and he replied that he certainly trusted General Amjad
and me, (as we had come to trust and respect him) but it was likely that we were not always going to
be there administering the contract and working together. I saw his point of view, and later explained
\
it to the Chairman NAB, who finally agreed Bill Pepper after considerable discussion.
8. It was _r
a clear
benefit to NAB and the Government that the Agreement that I was able to negotiate
____
a pure con tingency arrangement for the services to be provided by Broadsheet. In fact the effort cost
NAB nothirr
an access to our own intelligence files and some office space (of which we had
ample stitifily) for Broadsheet's on site team (consisting of foreign and local staff) which was placed
there for the duration and available to me and NAB staff on a daily basis. Broadsheet was responsible
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for all of the costs and expenses for the world wide asset searches and recovery activity. In
consideration for this effort and these expenditures Broadsheet was entitled to receive twenty
percent (20%) of funds actually recovered and received by NAB.
9. 'During my tenure, I know that Broadsheet actively and conscientiously tried to fulfill all of its
obligations under the Agreement, In one case, I remember, they pursued Admiral Mansoor Ul liaq,
the former Chief of Naval Staff, for the Pakistan Navy, who had been involved in a multimillion
corrupt action. As 1 recall, he was allowed, in the first instance, the civil and criminal claims against
the Admiral were eventually settled by the Government, for a fraction of the amount owed. He
returned $7,500,000 and Broadsheet was paid its fee although the Company, rightly believed that the
settlement was far too low.
10. I know, however, without doubt that the primary target of Broadsheet was former Prime Minister
Nawaz Shari!, members of his family, and upwards of nearly 100 associates, who came from some of
Pakistan's wealthiest families. 1 recall that the ill begotten assets of Sharif and his family members
and associates were minimally put at one billion US dollars. I cannot precisely remember the estimate
value of the assets of the other Sherif related targets but since they were amongst Pakistan's
wealthiest families, 1 would conservatively believe that they added substantially to the asset value of
the Shari! group. With respect to only these Sharif targets, then, 1 imagine that if Broadsheet had
been allowed to continue its work, and be successful, its entitlement would have been very substantial.
11.1 know that the vast illicitly obtained wealth of this group not only resulted from, amongst other
schemes, kickbacks from various public construction contracts, skimming off the top and
overcharging on imports but also from huge loan defaults from State banks. We all knew that the
bulk of funds were hidden overseas and that the uncovering of those accounts and investments, held
in nominee and alter ego names would take considerable time to locate and seize. Therefore, the
breach of the Agreement in 2003, after General Amjad and I had departed, and only three years after
the Agreement was signed, was clearly timed to frustrate the culmination of the work and caused
major damage to Broadsheet's efforts.
12. General Amjad and 1 had resigned our respective offices, due to unacceptable prevailing
circumstances, before the decision to unlawfully terminate the Agreement was handed down probably
by General Pervez Musharraf himself for whatever political, or personal, reason he had.
13. I know that to the best of my recollection and knowledge and belief that there was no legally
defensible justification for NAB and Government to terminate the Agreement. By that time, 2003,
General Musharraf had taken all power unto himself and was, in fact, contravening and ignoring the
Constitution and the Laws of the land. He was, in fact, functioning as a Dictator and the unjustified
termination of the Broadsheet Agreement was only one of numerous illegal acts he committed. I
know that Broadsheet, often under difficult operating conditions fulfilled its obligations under the
Agreement and provided valuable services to NAB and The Government of Pakistan in its anticorrpution policy. It was Broadsheet that was betrayed by the decision of Musharaff to make deals
with guilty parties. I attach hereto, as Schedule 1, an accurate report of my efforts to criminally
prosecute Nawaz Shari! whilst Broadsheet was pursuing his assets obtained through corruption.
General Musharaff frustrated all of these civil —Broadsheet-- and criminal efforts by making a deal
with Shari!, allowing him to go to Saudi Arabia. I believe at that time that certain domestic Assets of
the Sherif group were seized by the Government, independent of NAB, and although Broadsheet was
entitled to compensation, none was paid.

•

^.1

14.1 deeply regret the breach of the Agreement by NAB and the Government of Pakistan,
particularly because we, in those early days at NAB saw an opportunity to utilize necessary
professional skills to spearhead an effort to begin to address the problem of endemic corruption
which, if anything, is worse today. This could also have a first step toward accomplishing the
movement to re-distribute wealth from an isolated elite to our impoverished masses.
IS. T know that these efforts and goals were frustrated by many actions such as that which befell
Broadsheet.
16. I can support, as just, the action by Broadsheet to obtain proper recompense and satisfaction for
having suffered this unwarranted breach. Aside from Broadsheet obtaining justice, perhaps there will
be a ripple down effect that will benefit the conduct of public policy in my native land. We have long
waited for such an event.

-02/6frinc- ,44Aff
SWORN before me this12day of August, 2010
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SCHEDULE 1.

IN THE MATTER OF THE ARBITRATION ACT 1996
AND IN THE MATTER OF AN ARBITRATION
Cl Arb. Case No. 129120001
BETWEEN;
BROADSHEET LLC

Claimant

- and —
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN
AND ITS
NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU
Respondents

WITNESS STATEMENT OF FAROUK ADAM KHAN

I, Farouk Adam Khan, of Amanghar, District Nowshera, Khyber Palchtunkhwa, Pak@an,
WILL SAY AS FOLLOWS:
am a Lawyer, and was Prosecutor General ofthe National Accountability Bureau Of
the Islamic Republic of Pakistan (the '`NAB") from November 1999 to November
2000.
2.

Except where indicated to the contrary, the facts and matters stated in this witness
statement are within my own knowledge. Where the facts and matters stated are not
within my own Imowledge, they are based upon documents and information supplied
to me and are true to the best of my knowledge.

I.

Qualifications

3.

Having been awarded a Bachelor of Laws (LLB) degree by the Universal}, of
Peshawar, I was admitted to the Bar as a practicing advocate in 1982. In 1985, ( was
enrolled as an Advocate of the High Court, and was subsequently admitted to appear
and practice before the Supreme Court of Pakistan in 1998. During my career' as a
lawyer, I conducted a number of cases before the District and Sessions Judges, High

1

Courts and the Supreme Court of Pakistan. Unfortunately, at present, I am no longer
able to practice law because of my cardiovascular health and very limited mobility!.
Establishment of the National Accountability Bureau and my Appointment ail its
first Prosecutor General
4.

After he had seized power in October 1999, General (as he then was) Pervez
Musharraf set up the NAB, and asked Lieutenant-General Sycd Mohammad Amjad to
be its first Chairman. The NAB was intended to be the principal anti-corruption
agency of the Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.

5.

At that time, I was a lawyer practising in the Supreme Court. Although I had never
met General Amjad prior to working with him at the NAB,! knew of him on account
of his reputation in the military, which was excellent.

6.

1

As the NAB. was an entirely new organisation, one of General Amjad's first tasks as
Chairman was to appoint a team to assist him in fulfilling the NAB's mission. I was
invited to General A.mjad's offices for an introductory meeting. We discussed the
formation of the NAB and its purpose, and also talked about the role of Proseeutor
General. He asked if I would serve as his Prosecutor General and I accepted. that
was in early November 1999.
At first, my appointment as Prosecutor General was not for any set period of time.
However, when proper contracts were drawn up it was decided that I would serve an
initial term of one year, with my appointment being renewable at the Chaim an's
pleasure.

III.

My responsibilifies -as Prosecutor General

8.

As Prosecutor General I was responsible primarily for the NAB's prosecution§ and
provided legal advice to support those efforts when required.

9.

•

I was supported at the NAB's Head Office in Islamabad by three other lawyer and
various assistants. In addition, there were four Deputy Prosecutors General wh ran
the NAB's regional offices in the four provincial capitals: Peshawar, Lahore, Kai•eichi
and Quetta. Most of the NAB's investigators were based in these regional offices(

2

10.

The regional offices would refer to me the evidence their investigators had colleeted
and set out the potential prosecutions they wished to pursue. It was my job to reView
the evidence they had collected and to determine whether the NAB had prosecutable
evidence to tile a reference against an accused
In my first weeks as Prosecutor General, I was directed to draft a Natibnal
Accountability Ordinance. To assist with this task, I examined previous anticorruption Ordinances, considered similar international laws, and also sought external
advice from my contacts within the Pakistani legal community. I submitted a draft of
the Ordinance to General Amjad for his review, then— after it had been discussed, and
various amendments made — General Amjad submitted it to Law Minister, and hen
General Musharraf for his approval. The finalised Ordinance was promulgated ater
that same month, in November 1999. During the following years, this Ordinance was
amended repeatedly in essential particulars.

12.

Although the NAB was not a military organisation, its senior staff was primluily
composed of army officers.

13.

The NAB's targets were often highly placed government officials, whose affairs Lie
extremely complex and international in scope. The NAB's mission — to invest gate
and ultimately unravel these networks — was correspondingly difficult. It was
therefore decided quite early on that it would be beneficial for the NAB to get help
from external companies with expertise in investigations and asset recovery. Indeed,
once the NAB's existence and purpose became well known, a number of oveilscas
companies approached us to offer. their services and help recover misappropr ated
assets.

14.

General Amjad authorised me to meet with some Of these representatives and discuss
how they might work with the NAB. General Amjad expressly instructed me that a
"red line” in the NAB's negotiating position had to be that the NAB would no pay
any of the companies' expenses, nor would it make any advance payments. Rather,

the companies would have to agree to work with the NAB on a solely contingent
•

basis.'
IV.., Meetings with Dr William Pepper and his associates
15.

My first involvement in the negotiations leading up to the agreement the NAB signed
with Broadsheet LLC ("Broadsheet") on 20 June 2000 (which agreement I shall refer
to from now on simply as "the Agreement") was in March 2000 as I recall.

16.

On II March 2000,1 received a letter from a company named Trouvons proposing a
joint venture with the NAB.2 I believe I may also have met with Ghazanfar Sadiq Ali,
a representative of Trouvons, around this time.

17.

At some point in the first half of March 2000 I also travelled to London via Geneva,
Switzerland, and Lyon to attend various meetings. In Lyon I met with officeits of
Interpol, to investigate how the NAB might arrange for certain persons to be placed
on Interpol's watch lists, with a view to apprehending and sending them back to
Pakistan.

18.

In London, I held various meetings at the High Commission for Pakistan, and with the
High Commissioner. I also recall meeting with an assistant to the British Ittame
Secretary to discuss extradition arrangements between the Pakistan. and the 'UK.
While in London, I also met with Dr William Pepper, whom I understood to be a
lawyer representing Trouvons. Following that meeting Dr Pepper wrote to, me
directly on 22 March 2000 to discuss in summary terms the enforcement of judgments
issued in the courts of Pakistan.3

19.

During the weeks following my trip to London I had a number of meetings wit Dr
Pepper and Tariq Pawed Malik (whom I understood to be an associate of Dr Pepper
and Mr Sadiq Ali) and discussed with them the terms upon which the NAB would be
prepared to engage an overseas company's services.

Corruption cause of economic crisis, ME NATION (BRD0021 0) (C4.).
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Letter from Trouvons Co. LLC to Farouk Adam Khan, dated II March 2000 (NAB00087( (C-(2).

3

Letter from William Pepper to Farouk Adam Khan, dated 22 March 2000 (BR000194)(C-

4

20: • _Following on from those discussions, I helped arrange for General Amjad to travel to
/
I
•
\

Denver to meet with representatives of 'Trouvons to explore the possibility of an
agreement. General Amjad travelled to Denver himself so that he could meet the
people the NAB would be working with. On 7 April 2000,1 wrote to Trouvoris to
1 confirm General. Amjad's availability to visit Denver later on that month, and sought
to confirm arrangements for the visit to Denver."

21.

Although I did not accompany General Amjad to Denver, iten he returned to
Pakistan he gave to the principal officers of the NAB a brief summary of the
discussions he had held with representatives of Trouvonsand the discussions they had
- had General Amjad reported that he was satisfied with the results of his trip, and the
he thought the representatives of Trouvons whom he had met appeared to have the ?
necessary capability to help the NAB with its mission.

-

H

After General Amjacl's trip to Denver. I recall that a draft of the Agreement ;was
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' . explain below at paragraphs 44-45), the NAB then reviewed that draft.5
23.

I recall that I attended a series of meetings with Dr Pepper and Mr Malik in which we
negotiated and finalised every clause of the Agreement. I recall, in particular, Dr
Pepper's insistence that — if the NAB were to either breach or terminate the
Agreement — his clients must nevertheless retain the right to continue to pursue targets •
already registered under the Agreement.

I understood Dr Pepper's rationale, Iso 1

passed his request on to General Amjad and explained the reasoning behind it.
General Amjad was initially reluctant to agree to such a term, but after much discussion, he eventually allowed its inclusion in the Agreement.
A draft version of the Agreement was also sent to the Attorney General and the
nance Minister of Pakistan for their approval, and to allow their views ti) be
4

Letter from Farouk Adam Khan to Ronald Rudman, dated 7 April 2000 (B1tD00202) (C-11).

5 Letter from Farouk Adam Khan to Lieutenant-General
(BRD01172) (C-5).

5

Hafiez, dated 9 December 2001

I

1..,/

considered and . any comments they had about the terms of the Agreerpent
incorporated if necessary.
Once a draft of the Agreement had been agreed by Dr Pepper on behalf of his clients

65.

and General Amjad had given his approval, General Amjad asked a committee of
senior officials from the NAB to review its terms. General Amjad formed this
committee specifically for this purpose.
There followed a series of meetings in which General Amjad and I, together with Dr

26,

Pepper, Mr Malik and Mr Sadiq All, talked this committee through the Agreement,
and explained the meaning and purpose of its terms to them. 1 believe those meetings
began in late May and concluded early in June, at which point the committee gave
• their approval..
27.

Once the committee had given us permission to proceed, 1 sent the finalised draft of
the Agreement to the Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights of the Government
—MiltihMam
of Pakistan for their approval. On 19 June 2000, 1 received a ratEcfrom
01770inf -Seeretarrfirthe Ministry, authorising General Amjad to sign and
execute the Agreement.6 The Agreement was concluded on the following day.

28.

A few different company names appear in the correspondence prior to the signing of
the Agreement. I have seen letters on "GSA Investment Corporation Limited' headed
paper dated 27 October 1999 and 10 November 1999 sent by Mr Malik to Chairman
Amjad.7 1 do not recall that 1 was given copies of those letters as Prosecutor Geeeral
NAB.

29.

Ultimately, we signed an agreement with Broadsheet: However, although 1. can recall
the individuals involved in the negotiations quite. clearly (especially Dr Pepper anti Mr
Malik), I cannot remember any specific details about the corporate entities. In
particular, I. do not recall at what point in the negotiations Broadsheet repasced

6 Letter from Ghulam Rascal, dated 19 June 2000 (BR000253) (C-6).
'Letter

from Tatin Fawad Malik to Lieutenant-General Syed Muhammad Amjad, dated 27 October
1999 (BRD00153) (Ca); Letter from Twig Fawad Malik to Lieutenant-General Syed Muhammad
Amjad, dated 10 November 1999 (8RD00159) (CI).

6

Trouvons in drafts of the Agreement we were discussing with Dr Pepper and his
associates, nor do I remember why the change was made.
V.
30.

•

Why we contracted with Broadsheet

•
The principal reason we signed the Agreement with Broadsheet was .due to Dr Pepper.

In addition, Mr James and their associates were prepared to negotiate a contingency
arrangement, with an entitlement to be paid arising following recovery of assets from
targets registered under the Agreement. No other company we spoke to was prepared
to give us this concession right from the start of negotiations. As T have mentioned
already, General Amjad had stated very early on in the tender process that it Was a
priority for the NAB to secure the inclusion of this term in any agreement with a
foreign company.
31.

Indeed, General Amjad gave an interview in May in which he stated that "As a matter
of principle, we have decided not to spend foreign exchange in case of the firms
which cannot play any role in returning it."8 I also made reference to this issue in my
letter to General flafiez dated 9 December 2001, in which I wrote that "the Chairman
NAB directed that we would onl.y consider those companies who would accept our
basic condition that we would NOT invest any money whatsoever by way of exp6rises
or make any -advance payments. The basic requirement was that any agreementr had
to be on a 'contingency

32.

basist

I remember meeting representatives of another asset recovery company, called 1 ol I
after they had expressed interest in assisting the NAB with its mission soon after ; had
started - work at the NAB. In contrast to Broadsheet's acceptance of a continganc
arrangement, they immediately began to talk about how much money they Woul
wish to be paid in advance. Kroll demanded that the NAB pay their prelimina
expenses upfront. This demand for advance payment was rejected.

8
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Letter from Farouk Adam Khan to Lieutenant-Gcnerfil hefutar Hark; dated 9 December 2001
(BRDO I I 72) (C-5).
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33.

It was clearly beneficial to the NAB that payment for Broadsheet's services under the
Agreement was to be on a purely contingent basis, Indeed, the only cost to the NAB
was providing Broadsheet access to our own intelligence files and also allocating f'heir
team some space in our offices in Islatnabad.

VI.

Remainder of my time at the NAB after the Agreement had been signed

34.

After the Agreement had been signed, I did not have as much contact with Broadsheet
as I had during the negotiation phase, because I was very busy with my other
responsibilities as Prosecutor General. I only remained at the NAB for a few months
after the Agreement had been signed, so I was not there to see the majority of
Broadsheet's performance under the Agreement.

35.

In July 20001 was interviewed by Sairahlrshad Khan of Newsl Me. I° Ms Khan asked
me about Chairman Amjad's independence to act as head of the NAB, and. his
relationship with General Musharraf. My response was as follows: "I've never &cen

a man as comfortable in his job as General Ant/ad. There is no interference alai!,
and this is a reflection of the trust and confidence General Musharraf has reposed in
the latter:II At the time of the interview, I.believed those words to be true. As a
later statement to the press makes clear, however, I have since taken a different vlIew.
In November 2007, I was interviewed by Carlotta Gall and Jane Perlez of the New
York Times for an article in which they addressed General Musharracs resignation
from, the army,I2 The article correctly records my belief that after his first year in
power, during which General Musharraf did attempt to deal with conuptioii in
Pakistan, he was forced to soften his approach to such abuses due to political presiure.
36.

In August 2000, General Amjad submitted his resignation, and announced his
departure to the staff at the NAB,

IC Sairah Irshad Khan,

We are not in the business of negotiating, NEWSLINE (July 2000) (BRD0027 I)

(c-q).
Id. at 6.
12 Carlotta Gall and lane Perlez,

Far Musharral Reduced Power as the President, N.Y. 1114ES (26

November 2007) (C-111).
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37.

I believe, based on my conversations with him prior to his resignation, that General
Amjad became frustrated by the interference of General Musharraf in the matter of
investigations and consequential proceedings in Court conducted by the NAB.

VII. My resignation as Prosecutor General
38.

I decided to resign my position as Prosecutor General of the NAB as soon as General
Amjad had announced his departure to the staff.

39.

In a letter dated 2 September 2000, I wrote to General Amjad and requested that he
accept my resignation. As I explained in that letter, I felt it was appropriate to step
aside and anew General Amjad's replacement to form his own team. 13

40.

MY resignation request was placed in abeyance, however, and went before the
incoming Chairman, General Maqbool, for his determination. I continued working at
the NAB, therefore, until the one year term of my contract had expired early in
November 2000. At that point General Maqbool informed me that he had decided not
to renew my contract, and he accepted my resignation. Raja Muhammad Bashiriwas
appointed as Prosecutor General in due course.

VIII. Involvement with the NAB and Broadsheet after my departure
41

After my departure from the NAB, I continued to have some occasional involveMent
with the NAB and Broadsheet.
imet with Mr Malik in December of 2000 and January of 2001 and agreed to al has
consultant for Broadsheet by giving them advice regarding its dealings with the
i
AB on an ad hoc basis.

43.

In February 2001 Mr James asked me to provide him with an opinion regarding
certain terms of the Agreement.I4 I wrote two letters in response to his request the
first dated 12 February 2001, and then a second dated 1 March 2001. 15 I have re-read

"Letter to the NAB Chairman from Farouk Adam Khan, dated 2 September 2000 (C-ID.
"Letter from Jerry James to Farouk Adam Khan (B1W02047) (c-la
'Letter from Farouk Adam Khan to Jerry Jamea, dated 12 February 2001 (BRD01162) (C-11 Letter
from Farouk Adam Khan to Jerry Tames, dated 1 March 2001 (BRD00854) (C-11.
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those letters and do not have anything to add to what I wrote: the letters speak for
themselves.
44.

Towards the end of 2001, General Maqbool was replaced as Chairman of the NA by
General Hafiez. Upon taking office, General Hufiez called ine in to the NAB ía
meeting, as he wanted to understand the history of the Agreement. In particular, he
told me that he had become aware of certain allegations that the negotiation and

signing of the Agreement might have been the subject of some underhand dealings,
and asked me to clarify how the NAB came to sign the Agreement with Broadsheet. I
wanted to allay his concerns, so I explained to him the genesis of the Agreement, as I
have described above.
45.

After my meeting with General Hafiez, however, I was worried that he might ha
found parts of our conversation unclear, so .1 considered it prudent to put my thodg
into writing. I therefore wrote to General Hafiez in a letter dated 9 December 2001.
Again, I have re-read that letter, which is clearprima facie.

46.

The only clarification I would offer regarding my letter dated 9 December 2001 is that
I do not have direct knowledge of the investigations of and eventual settlement with
1 Admiral Mansoor Ul Haq. My comments in the letter concerning that matter Would
have been based on information passed to me .by officers of the NAB ari by
representatives of Broadsheet; so lain not in .a position either to confirm or deny their
nth,

IX,

Affidavit dated 22 August 2010

47.

In 2010, I submitted an opinion regarding the dispute between Broadsheet and the •
NAB in the form of an affidavit. My health was in an extremely had state at that time.
Indeed, I have struggled with poor health for quite some time My first serious
medical issue came in the late 1950s when I had to undergo open-heart surgery. More
recently, not long after my departure from the NAB, I was diagnosed with and treated
for prostate cancer. In 2009 I had two sterns placed in my heart, and wast still

16

Letter from Farouk Adam Khan to Lieutenant-General Munir Haficz, dated 9 December 2001

(BRD01172) (C-S.

10

recovering from that surgical procedure throughout 2010. In retrospect, I realise that I
was not, as a result of my medical condition, in a sufficiently strong state at that time
to focus properly on preparing a detailed account both of my time at the 'NAB and
other relevant matters.
48.

Although I am still struggling with my health (my mobility is limited, in that I can
hobble only very Short distances with the aid of a walking stick, and my cardiologist
has advised me against travelling too often or too far), I am certainly in much better
health now than I was in 2010. Moreover, in preparing this statement, I have been
able to refresh my memory of the relevant period of time by reviewing cenain
relevant and pertinent documents that have been provided to me.

49.

Haying re-read my prior affidavit, I realise that although I would be happy to reiterate
the substance of much of it, certain parts are unclear or speculative. For example, as I
have already mentioned above at paragraph 46, I do not have any direct knowledge of
the settlement with Admiral 111 Han. My comments about that matter at paragranh 9
of my affidavit are based upon general pieces of information I heard.

50.

In the affidavit 1 have made references to Mian Nawaz Sherif which such references
are either speculative or based on rumours and gossip. I had no direct knowledge of
these transactions as I had left the NAB by then.

51.

In light of the above, I make this statement with the intention that it should replace my
prior affidavit. To the extent that there is any difference between them, this state ent
should take priority.

•

STATEMENT OF TRUTH

1 believe that the contents of this witness statement are true.

Signed:

Date:
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lftEJecutive's Secretariat
National Accountability Bureau
Islamabad

Subject:

• Agreement with Trouvons for recovery of asits illegally
held by the Pakistanis abroad

Negotiations are being held with a USA based company.
1:
Trouvons for concluding an agreement to recover assets illegally held by
Pakistanis abroad. • The firm through itg on efforts would .trace these as§ts
and get them legally transferred to Pakistan and would in turn, charge a
percentage of the amount thus transferred.
As directed by Mr. Farouk Adam Khan, Prosecutor General I
2.
held discussions with two members of the company presently in Pakistan.
The following plan of action prepared by us is placed below for approval of
the Chairman :Target Identification
It has been decided that NAB would provide the list of all
those Pakistanis who are suspected of having their assets
stashed in foreign lands. For this purpose these
individuals would be categorized in three categories:
Corrupt Elements
i)
Placed at Anne*-A is the list of persons allegedly
involved in corruption and corrupt practices. It also
includes the names given by the Chairman to the
press of those pOliticians having accounts running
into millions of dollars.
• Loan Defaulters
The State Bank of Pakistan publishes upto, date list
of loan defaulters on quarterly basis. Deputy
Governor, State Bank was requested to provide us
the list of top 25 loan defaulters which is placed at
Annex-B.
•iii)

Public Fraud
Securities & Exchange Commission (formerly
Corporate law Authority) was requested to furnish

<*#
the list of 25/30 persons allegedly involved in
corporate fraud. The list is placed at Annex-C.
17

b)

Provision of Information
Once the lists have been approved by the Chairman all
•the information presently available with the NAB will be
• provided to the firm. Additional information required
• would be gathered from the other concerned agencies.

c)

Legal Back Up
For initiating any legal action against the Pakistanis
holding assets abroad illegally, the firm is interested to
have evidence for their being involved in corruption and
• corrupt practice, corporate fraud or loan default. This
information can be categorized in the following
sequence:Where the accused have been convicted of
corruption, corrupt practice, loan default or public
fraud and appeals finalized.
Where they have been convicted but appeals are
pending.
Under trial cases.
4. - Under investigation cases
Under probe cases.
The firm is interested to have any type of evidence
against these people but would prefer to start with C(1).
Strategies
After obtaining the names of the targeted individuals, the
firirt would start its own investigations and try to identify
their assets. Once identified the. firm would get these
assets frozedin the foreign Courts. Afterwards the firm
would go for out of court settlement with the accused in
the first instance. Failure in out of court settlement
would lead to arbitration or .legal proceedings in foreign
counties. For all these actions, the firm would like to

have some sort of legal proceedings also initiated within
Pakistan.
Logistics
The firm have been promised space in this building
where they "would establish their office, install their own
cornputers and employ the personnel.
Actions to be Taken
kl

'vet

tiASCAP-VS 011

Set-A-ZO ,

A uggested by me in my earlier note before concluding
e agreement, the Chairman should get it vetted by the
Ministries of Law and finance.
Chairman is requested to approve the lists of persons at
Annex-A,B & C for handing over to Trouvons. He is also
requested to add or delete the names in the lists.

• tili )1Chan-man is requested to direct the concerned officers to
reserve Room No.336-13 & 337-B for establishment of
eth
office by M/s TrouVons.

0

Keeping in view the sensitive nature of the operation it is :
requested that utmost secrecy be maintained and in no
case any information regarding the actions being taken .
are divulged to any unauthori2ed person, particularly to
the press.
• ( SHAHID HUSSAIN RAJ
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•Chief Executive's Secretariat
National Accountability Bureau
Islamabad
. Note for The Chairman

• Subject:

Agreement with Broadsheet for recovery of assets
illegally held abroad by Pakistanis.

A number of Pakistanis involved in corruption, drug
to"
trafficking, corporate fraud and other such corrupt practices have
stashed their ill gotten wealth overseas in the form of bank accounts or
other assets. Because of paucity of financial and professional
resources GOP is not in a position to trace• and recover such, assets. It
was therefore decided to engage the services of a company
Consequently the•
specializing in undertaking such activities.
Chairman)held negotiations with a few companies during his visit
abroad and selected a corripany by the name of Proadsheet(formerly
known as Trouvons) which submitted a draft Agreement. A meeting
was held in the Conference room of NAI3 on 30th May, 2000 to discus&
the said agreement with Broadsheet. The following attended :Lt. Gen. Syed Muhamamd Amjad,
Chairman, NAB
Mr. Ahmed Javed Shah,
Director General (I&M)
Mr. Farouk Adam Khan,
Prosecutor General Accountability
Mrs. Ismat Mehdi,
Dy Prosecutor General Accountability
Mr.- And Muhammad Awan,
Director General (Law)
Mr. Shahid Hussain Raja,
Joint Secretary, NAB

/Pot
Miss Madina M Khan,
Legal Consultant

7.

The participants were provided copies of the draft
agreement placed at Flag-A and it was read clause by clause in the
meeting and further modified. Amended draft is placed at Flag-B. It
was decided during the meeting that the amended Agreement be •
handed over to a corporate lawyer for drafting. In this connection the
following names were suggested by the participants of the meeting :i.
ii.
iii.

Mr. Justice (Retd) Shafi-ur-Relunan
Mr. Mohsin Tayyab Ali, Advocate, Suprethe Court
of Pakistan.
Mr. Muhanunad. Azam of Azam Associates.

Chairman is requested to indicate a corporate lawyer,
who would draft the agreement which would then be sent to the
Ministry of Law for vetting and to the Ministry of Finance for
concurrence.
I 4.

Submitted for information/approval.
- IL.
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( Madina M. Khan )
Legal Consultant
Raja . ).
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This file pertains to the conclusion of an agreement with
Broadsheet for recovery of assets illegally held abroad by
Pakistanis. For background kindly peruse Para 1-15 N/ante.

17.

Final draft of the Agreement is placed at Annex-C: As decided
by the Chairman vide his orders in para-3-N/ante, the draft is to
be vetted by the Ministry of law & Justice and approved by the
Ministry of Finance.

18.

Subject to the Chairman's approval, the draft may be sent to
concerned Ministries for vetting/concurrence.

19.

For orders please.

Ftoki
42,1,0—..
( Madina M. Khan )
Legal Consultant

Joint Secretary (NAB)
As desired by the Chairman, a briefing regarding NAB's
20.
overseas operations was given to the representatives of Broadsheet
in the Conference Room on 14-06-2000. However they were not
informed about the Defence cases. Secondly it was made clear to
them that this briefing and later on handing over the relevant
documents is meant only as a background for their efforts to trace the
assets outside Switzerland because allowing them to carry out any
asset tracing exercise by• them in Switzerland would jeopardize our
interests. Theiunderstood the message.
Submitted for information and approval of Chairman for
21.
sending the draft Agreement to the Ministry of Law for vetting and to
the Ministry of Finance for concurrence.

Prosecutor General Accountability
7,7

Chairman

( Shahid Hussain Raja )7 n
Joint Secretary
tr

This file pertains to the execution of an agreement between
23.
NAB and Broadsheet for identification, recovery of assets illegally held
•abroad by Pakistanis. For background kindly refer to Para 1-22/N.
After the meeting held on 30th May, 2000 the file was submitted
24:
to the Chairman through PGA for his approval, for the following 3 actions :a.
b.
c.

Legal drafting by a corporate lawyer.
Vetting by Ministry of Law.
°incurrence of Ministry of Finance

However due to urgency it was decided that the legal drafting
25.
would be done by the lawyers of NAB. Consequently the PGA/Legal Wing
of NAB drafted the agreement and it was sent• to the Ministry of Law and
authoriz e,a, Justice. The Ministry vide their letter placed at Flag-A 1
the Chairman, NAB to sign and execute any agreement with M/s-Broadsheet
LLC of P.O. 66, Suit 1, Empress House, Empress Drive, Douglas; Isle of
Man, IM 99 WE, British Isles, on behalf of the President of Islamic Republic
of Pakistan.
The Agreement was signed between the parties on 20th June,
26.
2000 (Flag-B). Its copies are being sent to the Ministries of Finance, Law
and to the Principal Secretary to the Chief Executive for information.

N4JL...11. AL.
Madina M. Khan 7 • .
Legal Consultant (Overseas Ops)
Joint Secretary (Qverseas Onsi
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NATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU
Islamabad
Note for the Chairman
A list of names was provided to M/s Broadsheet by the
th June,
Chairman NAB for investigation into their assets/accounts on 17
2000.
As per terms of the agreement, individual and specific power of
attorney is required to be provided to M/s Broadsheet for each of these
individuals. Clause 3 of the agreement reads as follows:•
"Broadsheet agrees that upon receipt of information by
NAB regarding the registered persons / entities, they
shall use their best efforts, at all times, to recover the
subject assets in respect of which it will be given a
Special Power of Attorney in the form attached hereto as
Schedule 2".
Accordingly submitted herewith are seventeen (17)
-3-.
Powers of Attorney for Chairman's approval and signatures.

•
Madina M. IChan
Legal Consultant (Overseas Ops)
Director Overseas 0

J
/

6

0,11/49vAAAlv,

K)

File No.
Sheet No.
Overseas 0 erations Section
Subject: Powers of Attorney
30.

A list of names was provided to M/s Broadsheet by the Chairman,
NAB for investigation into their asselgaccounts.

31.

As per clause 3 of the agreement, individual and specific power of
attorney is required to be provided to M/s Broadsheet for each of
these individuals. Clause 3.1 of the agreement reads as follows :"Broadsheet agrees that upon receipt of information by NAB
regarding the registered persons / entities, they shall use their
best efforts, at all times, to recover the subject assets in respect
of which it will be given a Special Power of Attorney in the
form attached hereto as Schedule 2".

32.

Accordingly submitted herewith are 51 (Fifty Ong) Powers of
Attorney for Chairman's approval and signatures
2-ct.ot
Madina M. Khan
Legal Consultant
Director verseas)

Director General

Ny.
Chairman
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ADVOCATE SUPREME COURT OF PAKISTAN

No.EhtesabAnterclaim/99/1

October 11, 1999

Mr. Khalid Aziz,
Additional Secretary,
ACC,
Prime Minister Secretariat,
Islamabad.
Subject: PROPOSED CONTRACTS WITH FOREIGN COMPANIES FOR
TRACING OUT AND TAKING APPROPRIATE LEGAL ACTION
REGARDING PROCEEDS OF CORRUPTION LYING IN
FOREIGN JURISDICTIONS
Dear Sir,
1.

Copies of two separate proposed contracts with the Government of Pakistan and
M/s Interclaim Holdings Ltd. ("Interclaim")

b)

M/s Trouvons Company LLC ("Trouvons")

have been forwarded to me for my opinion.
2.

The contract with the Interclaim has the following features which call for

appropriate consultation with other ministries of the Government:
a)

The contract requires execution of a power of attorney on behalf of the
Government of Pakistan in favour of foreign entities.
It requires (clause 3.1(b)) a legal opinion from the Attorney General of
Pakistan/the Minister of Law that the contract shall represent a binding
agreement viz-a-viz the Government of Pakistan.
The contract involves opening of a bank account abroad in the name of
Government of Pakistan.

Mall-Mansion,30-1he Mall, Lahore-Pakista,.
Ph: 7354796-73539274353896 Fax: 7354795
Res: 894588-894937 Mobile:(0342) 7356500
E-maikslaw@brain.net.pli
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ADVOCATE SUPREME COURT OF PAKISTAN

d)

The contract involves sharing of money recovered in the name of the Government
of Pakistan with others.
The contract subjects GOP to foreign laws and courts, with waiver of sovereign
immunity.
The Trouvon's contract also has some of the above features. Under these
circumstances it is extremely important that "Rules of Business" must be
followed and concerned ministries/divisions should be consulted for their
comments. These ministries could be the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of
Law. In particular the Attorney General of Pakistan and the Law Minister also
need to be consulted since legal opinion from either of them is required under the
Interclaim contract.

3.

As regards the particular provisions of the above contracts our opinion is as
follows:

INTERCLAIM

a.

Under Article 173(3) of the Constitution, contracts involving the state have to be
in the name of "Pakistan" acting through the President or his authorised nominee.
The contracting party, therefore, cannot be the "Government of Islamic Republic"
of Pakistan but the Islamic Republic of Pakistan acting through the President
(who shall execute the contract through the appropriate authorised officer).

b.

Since the Primary Territory i.e "USA, its territories and possessions" have been
placed (vide clause 4.8) within the exclusive control of Interclaim, therefore, this
territory should specifically be excluded from the Trouvon's agreement.

Mall-Mansion,30-The Mall, Lahore-Pakistan.
Ph: 7354796-7353927-7353896 Fax: 7354795
Res: 894588-894937 Mobile:(0342) 7356500
E-mail:slaw@brain.net.pk
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c.

Clause 4.9 states that GOP agrees to prosecute the "Primary Legal Proceeding"
for seeking "money judgment" against persons responsible for a minimum value
of USD 500 million.
As far as I am aware no proceedings in Pakistan have been filed against Benazir
Bhutto and Asif Ali Zardari for any "money judgement". All cases are criminal
cases which may result in fine and forfeiture but no "money judgment" as such

d)

Clause 6.2 (e) contains a representation and warranty from GOP that the agreed
principal amount owing to GOP in connection with "Obligations" is not less than
USD 500 million. The GOP has to keep in view that this representation must have
a sound and definite basis. If it turns out to be a mere assertion, GOP could be
held liable for false representation.

e)

Clauses 11 & 12 of the Agreement visualize that initially it shall run for a period
of three years, extendable (depending on the circumstances) for a period of
another three years. Regarding this term the extremely important thing which
must be kept in mind is that the contract commits Pakistan to its terms and
conditions. If there is a change in the political Government and the new
Government terminates the contract, or fails to provide support to Interclaim
regarding prosecution of the matters to be handled by Interclaim, then such an act
of any succeeding GOP would amount to a breach of the contract giving rise to a
claim for damages. It is, therefore, advisable to have a termination clause on the
same lines as contained in the Trouvon's agreement.

1)

Under Clauses 16, 17 & 20 the GOP is agreeing to be subject to ICC arbi On at
London and be governed by the laws of England, Wales with waiver of defences
ordinarily available to Governments, such as sovereign and other immunities. The
aspect has been commented upon in para 1(e) above.

Mall-Mansion,30-The Mall, Lahore-Pakistan.
Ph: 73547964353927-7353896 Fax: 7354795
Res: 894588-894937 Mobile:(0342) 7356500
E-mail:slaw@brain.net.pk
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Regarding Interclaim, as well as Trouvon's agreement, we would suggest that
there should be an indemnity clause to the effect that the other contracting party
shall undertake all steps under the agreement, as well as the power of attorney,
with due diligence and in a responsible manner and in case the GOP has to face
any liability vis-a-vis third parties due to any act or omission attributable to the
other contracting party, then the other contracting party shall fully indemnify and
hold harmless the GOP for all consequential damage, loss, and injury.
4.

TROUVONS
The comments relevant to Trouvon's agreement are contained in the comments

relating to Interclaim. This agreement subjects GOP to arbitration (clause 8.1) in London,
England, in accordance with laws of State of Colorado and the USA. The arbitration shall
be under the rules and Charter Institute of Arbitrators. We do not have access to these
Rules.
5.

POWERS OF ATTORNEY IN INTERCLAEVI 84 TROlUVONS
Both the contracts visualise execution of powers of attorney in favour of

Interclaim & Trouvons. The powers of attorney, as a matter of abundant caution, should
contain the following clause:"Notwithstanding the wide scope of powers conferred herein for achieving the
objects of this power of attorney, it is clarified that the attorney shall not enter
into any agreement on behalf of the GOP which has the effect of assumption
of any liabilities by the GOP, nor shall the attorney compromise any claim
that the attorney may have filed on behalf of the GOP, without prior written
concurrence of GOP."

Mall-Mansion,30-The Mall, Lahore-Pakistan.
Ph: 7354796-73539274353896 Fax: 7354795
Res: 894588-894937 Mobile:(0342) 7356500
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6.

The above comments am Only regarding the legal aspects of the language of the

proposed contracts. As far as the commercial aspects e.g. share in the recovered proceeds"
etc. they call for no comments from us.

Sincerely yours

•ALL SIBTAIN FAZLI
Advocate Supreme Court/
Special Prosecutor

Mall-Mansion,30-The Mall, Lahore-Pakistan.
Ph: 7354796-7353927-7353896 Fax: 7354795
Res: 894588-894937 Mobile:(0342) 7356500
E-mail:slaw@brain.net.pk
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Dear Lt. Gen. Khalid Maqbool,
I am enclosing my Note for your information and perusal
and have approved the Summary re: Broadsheet v. NAB for
onward transmission to the Chief Executive's Secretariat
subject to my reservation in the Note.

Yours sincerely,

(Shallida Jamil)
Barrister-at-Law
Lt. Gen. Khalid Maqbool,
Chairman,
National Accountability Bureau,
Chief Executive Secretariat-II,
Islamabad
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Minister's Note.
Re: Broadsheet v. NAB
It will be recalled that the documents of the above matter. were not made
•
available to me for study before the meeting and that some of the documents were made
available only during the meeting itself, and that the file was requested by the Law
Secretary to be returned to the Chairman to ensure secrecy, which I did. Hence, there
•was hardly any time to read and evaluate the documents.
The file has now been sent to me and on consideration of the issues, and despite
2.
the opinion of eminent legal persons such as Justice Fakhruddin G. Ebrahim, it is
necessary for me to bring on the record my observations:3.
The view has been taken that the agreement only allows M/s Broadsheet's a
share in the profits in the recovery of funds and assets lying abroad. The relevant para
of the Preamble on which reliance of such view has been placed is as follows:"Whereas NAB believes

are holding such assets outside Pakistan".

For its proper appreciation, the following para of the Preamble is also to be taken into
account which states:
"AND Whereas.. .such funds and other assets wheresoever situated..."
which broadergthe area of operation. This may assist M/s Broadsheet in their claim that
they have been accepted as "participating in a share of the profits..." upto 20%, and a
bonus, if the Chairman, NAB agrees. (para 4.2) where recovery occurs even within
Pakistan.
4.
Similarly, in para 1.1 of the agreement it states `...recover such assets as
described above, wheresoever secreted or transferred" and
In para 3.4 it states: "...in which ever jurisdictions the targeted assets are
believed to be located..."
5.
Finally and most importantly, para 4 states: "...NAB and Broadsheet agree that
any assets recovered as a result of the efforts of Broadsheet or as a result of a
settlement between NAB and any person or entity registered ... shall be jointly shared
as set out below. For the removal of any doubt, the share of the assets recovered as
set out in this Clause "4" shall also apply to any settlement reached by NAB and any
registered person or entity with or without the involvement of Broadsheet, provided
that such persons or entity have been registered before the settlement."
It is therefore my view that it may be advisable to settle with M/s Broadsheet,
6.
rather than spend huge sums of foreign exchange on a risky legal tangle the prospects
of which are most likely to lead to our paying not only the expensive legal fees and
costs of travel and boarding and lodging abroad of legal counsel and others, but also the
claims of M/s Broadsheet.
With this Note of reservation, the Summary is approved for onward
7.
transmission to the Chief Executive's Secretariat.
(Barrister Shahida Jamil)
Law Minister
/.2 g ger/4 pow> arof
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President Islamic Republic of Paldstan and:13rbadsheet LLC
•

AGREEMENT
Validity and binding effect:
•
It appeals,- at some Stage the initial validity an'cl e.ffectiveness of the
Agreement itself was questioned for no fault of the other contracting party
but on account of GOP's own alleged failures. The •failings attributed are
not substanfiVe but proeedural. Besides, at: no earlier stage up to date. GOP
or' its spokesman has communicated to the contracting party, the nature of
the defect its own stance Of honoring the agreement or not. On the contrary,
throughout, the GOP and its spokesman have been negotiating with regard to
the rights and the Obligations of the respective parties under the agreement.
In such a background it will, be difficult in an informal forum like that of the •
Sole Arbitrator to resile from the agreement, to disown it, taking procedural
deficiencies as a shield for not discharging its °Wit obligations, under the
Agreement. The GOP and its finctIonaries were best qualified and equipped
to take care of such procedural requirements of the Rules of Business and
the other instructions goVerning such instruments. One's own failure cannot
in principle be allbvs;ed to benefit that. very party which has been in default.
•
Termination of the Agreement and its consequences:

D.

One of the most unusual clauses contained in the Agreement is with regard
to its termination reflected in clauses 18.5 and 18.7 in particular. These arc
'
reproduced verbatim. 18.5 "No notice of Termination shall be applied to persons or .entities
registered by Broadsheet in accordance with the terms herein, in
respect of which Broadsheet shall be allowed to continue its efforts to
recover assets and no termination shall be effected in respect thereof
and: in respect ohuch registered persons or entities the provision of
this Agreement shall be deemed to continue to apply: and be
operative. !'
18.7 "NAB and Broadsheet agree that both his Agreement and the Power of
Attorney attached hereto shall remainin full force and effect and not be .

in any way amended, revoked, or modified with respect to all Registered
•Claims until either;
1.
2.

The last of the Registered Claims has been settled or litigated
and reduced to a final, non-appeal able judgment;
the last of the registered Claims has been either fully collected,
paid, settled, or abandoned in respect of the roncerned party. •

• Upon the occurrence of the above events .and fulfillment Of respective
obligations and on payment and receipt of the respective
claims/entitlement . by the parties': this Agreement shall stand
terminated:" .
The progress so far made is that out of 111 registered persons only, 21
have got settled in one way or the other. It appears, it will take a very
long time to get all the registered Cases dealt with and as per terms of
the contract einspite of its repudiation and termination it will hold good
on its own terms till "the last of the Registered claim:has been' settled
or 'litigated and reduced to a final non-appeal able judgment" and
similarly till "the last of the registered Claims has been either fully
collected, paid, settled, or abandoned in respect of the concerned
party". This will afford no relief to either party for a long time to
1Recital (Preamble) vs. The Operating Clause:
Without going into the nature of the conflict; and the extent of it .but
assuming that it is there, the principle governing the resolution of such a
conflict consistently followed has been expressed in Re Moon, ex p Dawas,
[(1886) 17 QBD 275 at 286] as follows:.
•

"If the recitals are cleat and the operative pan is ambiguous, the recitals
goveht the construction. If the recitals are ambiguous, and the operative
part is clear, the operative must prevail: If both the recitals find the
operative part are Near,. but they are inconsistent with each other,. :the
operative part is to be preferred "
•
•The last principle enunciated. above has been expressly incorporated in the
Agreement itself by providing in the last Recital a clause as hereunder:

"AND WHEREAS NAB and Broadsheet, subject to .the terms and conditions- •
here-in-after mentioned• are ready, willing and able to enter into an
Agreement with each other."
In the Agreement, the two important words having different meanings but
relating to this Agreement are "herein" and "hereinafter". The meaning and
scope of the two is very clear. "Herein" encompasses the Whole Agreement.
''Hereinafter" limits the application to what follows and not what proceeds.
Operative Clauses of the Agreement:
The word '`wheresoever" has been extensively used in the operative clauses'
of the Agreement. For exarriple the following:
Recital. (Clause II): "AND WHEREAS NAB wishes to recover suchfun.ds and
other assets wheresoever situated and is willing to issue a mandate to a
company specializing in recovery Of such assets/missing funds on behalf of
NAB.'"
1.1 "so as to trace, locate and recover such assets as described above,
wheresoever secreted or transferred by the registered persons and entities
identified and agreed upon mutually' from time to time, using such
. information as may be provided by NAB to Broadsheet."
Power of Attorney:
The Power of Attorney forming a part of Agreement states, "This Power of
Attorney co-exits with the lijetime of the Agreement between The
Government and The Company and shall not be revoked in respect of the. '
Attorney's efforts pertaining to any of the registered claims which are the
subjeet thereof"
•
It authorizes the Attorney, which is the contracting party to
i.
obtain and receive' all information -and documentation pertaining
or related to bank or other financial, investment, or. brokerage
accounts Iodated anywhere in the: world.
Legally initiate and roiesent us by itself or instructing local •
counsel in all: legal actions and proceedings and administrative •
actions dealt with by the court of justice in any jurisdiction of the
•
wcirld pursuant to this power of attorney issued by the Government
3

for the recovery of funds or assets or any kind whatsoever,
wheresoever situated belonging to the said Government ---".
Compensation Clause:
Clause 4.1 contains a very effective provision asfollows:
"For the removal of; any doubt, the share of the assets recovered as set out
. ly to any settlement reached by NAB and any
- in this Clause '4' shall also app
registered person or entity with or without the involvement of Broadsheet
provided that such persons or entity had been registered before the
_ Dsettlement".
The views expressed by Mr. Farouk Adam Klan in his letter addressed
of March . 2001on certain very critical
to the contracting party on
issues.

e

Mr. Farouk Adam Khan is one 'of the few persons associated with the
Agreement from its inception and for quite some time afterwards and he has
conveyed it to the contracting party that
1. Binding effect of the Agreement on GOP;
under the circumstances it is my opinion that the Agreement binds
the GOP acting through NAB."

D

2: Effect of Settlement with NAB;
"ciri y • settlement with -a registered person by the GOP would not
' detract from claim of Broadsheet in accordance with provisions of
article 4 (Compensation) of the Agreement".
"It • would appear therefore, that any settlement made by the GOP
whether-. through NAB or any other Government Agency. with a
Registered Person which involves a financial benefit/factor in favour
of the: GOP, then Broadsheet should' be entitles to claim the agreed
upon proportionate benefit ofthe financial recovery involved".

Principles Governing the International Commercial Arbitrations:
The Arbitration Clause in the Agreement excludes by waiver the Right of
Appeal. Finality is therefore, likely to attach to any decision given by the.
Sole Arbitrator.

The principle applied in commercial contracts is as follows:
"Interpreting commercial contracts is a two-stage process; a meaning arrived
at by legal analysis must then be tested 'against the touchstone of•
commercial common sense: is this an apportionment of risk which the
parties could reasonably be supposed to have intended?" (Pagnar: SpA v
Tradax Ocean Transportation [1987] 3 All El? 565 at 575).
The Arbitrators in International Commercial Arbitrations are bringing more
and inore equity and global commercial practices, what is at times called
transnational approach to such Agreements. So tested, the Agreement does
--not exhibit a territorial or a monitory or a currency constraint with regard to
'sharing of the effort and the gains.
Conclusion:
Keeping in view all the above facts as appearing in the contract and the.'
dealings between the parties, it is clear that the .answer lies in protecting the
contract rather than repudiating it, reaching a settlement by negotiation and
dialogue conducted harinoniously rather than taking the matter . to
Arbitration. For the purposes of negotiation, the case can be pitched high so
as to settle at an acceptable level.
Material Lacking
This opinion has been recorded in the absence of certain important facts. For
xample at page 38 there is mentioned an Asset Recovery Agreement. If it
is different from the main Agreement, it has to be shown for ascertaining its
implications. There is also a claim by the contracting party that it has
' rendered and is rendering services in facilitating the smooth extradition of
not only Retired Admiral Haq but also a few others. The nature of such
• services and the extent of it in respect of registered persons are not for the
present very clear on the record. However, it is certain that such services do
form part of the contract and are to be compensated in terms of it.

D

Shafiur Rahman
August 02, 2001
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13 August, 2001
Mr. Raja Muhammad Basbir
Prosecutor General Accountability
. .National Accountability Bureau
Islamabad
Fax No. (051) 920 7790
CONFIDENTIAL

Re: Agreement with Broadshect LLC

ID

pc. Etasitir Sahab, •
I. We refer to your letter dated 8 August 2001..
/ We have examined the documents provided by you in detail, and our opinion in
respect of the issues raised by you in the aforeiaid letter, is as follows:
(a) Ts the Agreement limited to assets of the Target Ideated outside Pakistan?
3. We are of the opinion that the scope of the agreement entered into between the .
President of Pakistan (acting through NAB) and . Broadsheet LLC on 20.06.2000
(hereinafter, referred. lb as "the Agreement") is limited to assets held outside
Pakistan by the "registered persons". This conclusion is based upon an examination
of the clauses of the Agreement, as well as-ektrinsic factors detailed below.
4

(0 An analysis of certain relevant clauses of the Agreement
It is evident from the recitals to the Agreement, that at the time of entering into the
Agreement, the parties intended that the term "assets" should mean such assets as are
held by the registered persons outside Pakistan.
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The first recital to the Agreement records the reason for which NAB has .
entered into the Agreement:
NAB believes that certain persons and entities have fraudulently obtained

(i)

. converted and/or secreted funds and other assets belonging to the
Government of Pakistan or other institutions and are holding such assets
outside Pakistan:

(ii)
•

The second recital further .elaborates the' reasons for NAB entering into the
•
•Agreement: . •
wishes
to
recover
such funds and ather assets wheresoever situated and
,VA /1
is willing la issue a mandate to a company .specialisine in recoVery of such
•
• assets/missing finds .on behalf of NAB

•• The meaning assigned to the term "assets" in the first recital, ("assets outside
• Pakistan") is automatically incotporated in the phrase "such assets"' used in
the second recital. Therefore the phrase "wheresoever situated" means
wheresoever outside Pakistan. The second reference to the plu'ase "such
assets" in relation to engaging an appropriate company means engaging a
company that specialises in recovering assets outside Pakistan.
(iii)
•
•

Theihird recital states that
Broadsheet, [is], a. Company specialising in the • recovery of such
assets/missing funds _Ds willing) to undertake the tracing, locating. appt,
recovery and transfer of Such time& mid other assets secreted or transferred
•
oft remoVedfroin Pakistab etc.

This recital confirms Broadsheet's expertise in IOCating overseas assets and
further clarifies that Broadsheet's assignment would be to recover such assets
is have been removed from Pakistan.
•

5. In defining .the primary objective of the Agreement in Clause 1.1, the parties confirm
that Broadsheet is to provide to NAB:
"professional, financial and other resources of whatsoever as
required, so as to trace, locate and recover such assets as described
above wheresoever secreted or transferred by the registered
persons and entities identified and•agreed upon mutually from time
to time, using such information as may be provided by NAB to
Broadsheet."
6. The reference to "assets described above" is a reference to the recitals to thb
Agreement, which as we have seen refer to assets held by the registered personsoutside Pakistan. The reference to the fact that such assets. have been "secreted or
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transferred" further confirms that such assets are no longer in Pakistan. This clause is
the substantive clause of the Agreement and limits and circumscribes the scope of the
Agreement. The remaining clauses of the Agreement Must lie read within the ambit of
this clause.
7. In terms of Clause 3.1 of the Agreement, Broadsheet's obligations are clearly defined
as limited to "recovering .subject assets". The phrase "subject asset's" means such
assets as have been made subject to the Agreement. In order to understand the -full
meaning of-the phrase we need to refer back to Clause 1.1 of the Agreement, which in
turn- refers us to the recitals to the Agreement, both of which refer to assets held
outside Pakistan.
.8. Furthermore in terms of Clause 5.1 of the Agreement, Broadsheet has been given the
power to initiate "lvfareva Injunctions" against the assets of the registered persons.
• Marna injunctions may be issued only in respect of assets located beyond the
jurisdiction of the local Courts. This further confirms that it was understood and
agreed between the parties that Broadsheet would be dealing with assets outside
Pakistan and would require all necessary powers to do so.
(ii) Ambiguous phrases
9. In clause 3.4, [Broadsheet is emPowered to]
initiate legal proceedings in whichever
litrisdictions the targeted assets are believed to be located

.

Ostensibly this phrase suggests that the .scope of the Agreement iS wider than assets
held otitside - Pakistan. However this confusion is easily resolved. It may be noted that
onee agaijt the' reference is to "targeted assets". Only such assets may be targeted
under this Agreement, as are subject to the Agreement- i.e. asspts held, outside
Pakistan. .Therefore the phrase' "whichever, jurisdictions" automatically mans. all
jurisdictions except Pakistan. Furthermore it stands to reason that the Government of
.Pakistan/NAB would not require Broadsheet's assistance to bring proceedings against.
registered persons, in Pakistan.
10. In clause 4.1, in setting out the compensation scheme, it is stated by way of
"clarification" that:
.
.
...Coate 1 shall also apply to any Settlement reached by NAB and any registered
person Or entity With oi without the involvement of Broadsheet, provided that such
persons or entity had been registered before the settlement

Broadsheet has erroneously interpreted this proviso to mean that 'Broadsheet is to
have a cut in all recoverieS made within or outside Pakistan and ,effected with or
without its- services. This confusion is easily clarified by reading first line of the
clatise, which states that:
NAB and Broadsheet agree that any assets recovered etc.

L. 7! •:•".
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Onee again in referring to assets, the parties are employing the meaning given to the
• term throughout the Agreement, and are 'referring merely to. assets outside Pakistan.
The provisoquoted above. is inserted to safeguard Broadsheet in the event there" is any
controVersy -on • the grounds that The reobvery was with or without the efforts of
Broadsheet or inadequate effort on its .part: However this proviso-does not widen the
scope' of the Agreement' to include,. recoyery. of assets :held, in .Pakistan ,Such an
interPretatioli would he contrary io the stated intention of the:parties - as evident .
throughout the Agreement, as well as to' common - sense: in,view of the faet that the
servioes- or Broadsheet are .not .required for investigations and recoveries inside
Pakistan it cannot be entitled-to a cut in any recos?eries" niade.
•
Ii. In the Power. of Attorney executed,pursuant to the Agreement, the phrases (in respect
of assets; funds etc) "located anywhere.in the world" and "wheresoever situated"
.are
used. These phrases ostensibly .widen.the scope of the powers allowed to 13rOadshect
under the Agreement. However, it must be noted thalthe Power of Attontey has been
issued to 'Broadsheet. in .pursuance of the Agreement. It is not an indePendent
document and must be interpreted in relation to the Agreement. In view of the faet
that the scope of the Agreement is limited to recovery of assets outside Pakistan, the
two phrases occurring in the-Power of Attorney must be read as "located anywhere in .
• the World outside Pakistan" and "wheresoever situated outside Pakistan".
iiii) extrinsic evidence
'
12., Thd ;.intefirttation of ,the Agreement as aforesaid is supported by the , fact that
Ftroadiheet is a icbmpany specinitsing in ric:O*y of .foreizii
averseay.at e
apprised to'domestit assets. It is clear.therefore that its services' could - only. have been
engaged for the purpose of overseas investigation and not domestic. investigation and
recovery..

13. Furthermore, NAB -has sufficient legal machinery available-for the investigation and
recovery of Sets in Pakistan. Powers conferred on NAB expressly vide its creating
Ordinance, allow NAB to utilise the services of all intelligence andlaw enforcement
agencies in the Country, :as well aS access to judicial remedies. It .
does not - stand .to
reason thai'NAB would require the services of a• foreign Company that.woulci not even
be familiar With its territory:to assist it in domeitia investigations and -reCoYeries.
•
14.The intention of the parties at the time of entering into the Agreement is corroborated
by the conduct of the parties after the Agreement had been executed. Todate,
Broadsheet has not conducted any
investigations in respect of assets located .inside
Pakistan, nor has- it been commissioned to do sO, by NAIL-This confirms that the
parties Perfectly understood at all times, and continue te understand, that the 'services
of Broadsheet have not bccn engaged for domestic purposes •
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0)1 Whether aroadshect is entitled to payments in respect of recoveries in Pakistan
IS. The payment obligations in the agreetnent are governed by Clause 4.1 which provides
inter alia. that NAB and Broadsheet agree that any assets recovered
(ii) • as a result of the efforts of Broadsheet, or
as a result of a settlement between.NAB and any person etc. .
(i)
shall be shared as set out below. The proviso to this clause states that the share of the
assets recovered as set out in this Clause 4, also applies to any settlement reached by
NAB and any registered person or entity with or without the involvement of
Broadsheet provided that such persons or entity have been registered before the
settlement.
16. It is clear from a bare perusal of section 4,1 that NAB's obligation to make any
payment whatsoe.ver to Broadsheet arises only in cases where any NAB succeeds in
recovering any assets. The term -"assets" has been defined in the: agreement (see (a)
above) to mean assets held. outside Pakistan Broadsheet is therefore not entitled to
receive any monies from NAB if no such assets have been recovered pursuant to this
agreement.
17. In the second part of this query you state that,"where no information has been given
by Messrs Broadsheet with respect to assets outside Pakistan". We would like to
clarify that the obligation to pay Broadsheet any monies under . this agreement
whatsoever, turns On the recovery of assets, either with or without the help of
Broadsheet. -In cases where no assets tire .r_ecovered, i.e. no assets located outside
Pakistan have been recovered, the. obligation to pay 13roadsliect (loci not , arise,
irrespective- of whether or not Broadsheethad provided any inihrrnatiort in respect of
such assets. .
(e) Whether the agreement extends to settlements between Target and financial
institutions
I A. The answer to this query may be deduced from the above discussion. As has been
staled abOVe, the agreement is only in respect of assets, which are defined in. the
agreement as. assets held outside Pakistan. We understand from your query. that the
settlements referred to by you pertain to transactions and assets in Pakistan alone.
Such assets and transactions are not the subject matter -Of this Agreement.
(if) Possibility of tivoidinitthe arbitration through action in Courts in Pakistan
19. Prima facie, in our OPinion the agreement to refer disputes to arbitration, entered into
between thc Patties is binding and may not be avoided by initiating action in
Pakistani Courts. There is some confusion however .as to the law that would govern
this arbitration agreement. The Agreement refers to several different law regimes:
In terms of Clause 6.1 the Agreement is governed by the law of the Isle of
(i)
Man, or to the extent that the two arethe same, the.law Of Pakistan.
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(a)
(iii)
(iv)

The provisions regarding compensation are governed by the laws of the State
of Colorado and the United States of America.
The Arbitration is to be held in accordance with the.rules of the Chartered
institute:Of- Arbitrators, Lohdoin
The place of the arbitration is Dublin, Republic of Ireland.

20. In our opinion although NAB. would be required to abide by the arbitration
agreement, it .may have the option to challenge an adverse award, if any, in future
arbitration prOceedings, if the award is made a rule of Court in Pakistan.
ConClusion
In view of the preceding, it may be concluded:
(a) That the agreement is limited to such assets belonging to the Target as are located
outside Pakistan
That
Broadsheet is not entitled to payments in respect of any plea bargaining effected
(b)
with a Target in Pakistan pertaining to his assets in Pakistan.
(c) That the agreement does not extend to settlements between Target and financial
institutions directly though facilitated by NAB provided that such setiletnents pertain
to transactions and assets in Pakistan alone.
(d) That the - agreement for arbitration is binding and may not be avoided by action in
Pakistani Courts.
We bope this meetswith your requirements. If you have any further queries please do not
. hesitate t6 contact us:
Yours sincerely,
With best regards,
eiS CLA LA -N.Fakhruddin G. Ebralitu
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touglithe.Airfraueat
exitiztednri"2. wie 2000 yet again.
I hae gone L1/2
In my. opinion the following pointi merit considerton(i)

:The opening SAtCflCCQcLhe A&eenent status.•

41..4 .. a." This sr l Agrequent ' • •
,bitscUeri- :Thithe
President " of - they' s
islanil
Republic of Pakistan through
the Chairinatt National
. "
Accountability
(hereinafter
'Bureau
called as NAB the in.
party

The,Agreement has been signed by.the Chairman of National
•Actotintability Bureau on behalf of the President of the Islamic- Republic .... ••••
-•-•
.
of Pakistan.
•• 4,...n. :
. \ "
,
••?.!:•:..;
(ii;) . The President of the Islamic Republic Of Pakistan was
• 2ii:s*:;....
•
" pleased to authorise 14. Gen
• v:41.:t , •
Muhammad. Amisd,
Syed
• .:-.1...s.s.••:: -.
.4-1 k•si
• • :.
.:.1,-.
(ii)

•

•
•
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FRom Farouk ' am Khan

TO

. .FAROUK ADAM KHAN

0512356676 : P.01
'

RitS74 -141rif

AdvoCate
Supreme Court Of Pakistan
'Ets10321.a.r..
Surto N. 4.
Army Stodium, IVO!? Peat,
,Oeshiwar Curft
fltcc l.27417f
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Chairman,.
National
•
Accountability Bureau to sign
and execute in Agreement. with
Al/S • Brciadsheet LLC . .. 'Thr
the President of--the- !slit*
r.lestublit- 'of Pikiitan" -tide
notification dated 1.9:Itme 2000.
;:;!•
(iv)
The Power.; of Attorney issued /executed in .
favour of Broadsheet LLC
have. been :riven by the "Govt. of Pakistan". and have been signed on
behalf cf "The Governinent".
•
• •• • • •
;•
While neeotiatir.a and drafting the Agreement we Were binding the GOP, acting through
t
Chairman NAB, who represented the President Of Pakistan. • • • I '
Whereas the text of the Agreement continues to refer to "Nair it it clarified in the
opening paraerct. of the Ag:.-tement who NAB Is repretentina, as the I a —
•
.."
••
ratty...
Udder the circumstances. it is my opinion that
the.
Agreement
binds
the
GOP,
gg.Mg
through NAB.
.
-. •
. "
It is also.apparene.
aner a careful perusal of the terrni.ind eemditiblis'of
Agre
'.
t,!•••
Urn any settlement with a "Registered Person". by:the,GOO would not detract from the-, ;
• c:aim of Broadsheetin necerdance with the provisions artiele
.4 {Caropentaticm) r.dthe
Agreement.
It would appear therefore, that any settlement made by the GOP whether through NAB or
.
any other Govt.. Agency tvith a Registered Petsotr;Which involves a ,financial benefit /
,
factor in favour of thc.COP, then Broadsheet
should be entitled to claim the agreed upon
proportionate. bener7t of the financial recovery involved.• • ..
.:?3,::3;; •
,•2:—.. :
To me, this was the essence and spirit and letter of the Aareement as
drafted aoci ly
.executed by duly authorised persons.
.
.• •
• •
With best wishes ct regards,
.I.

Yours sineerely

(Parouk Adam Khan)
Advocate
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-11316icISlie-et Submits
• its most genuine and heartfelt corigratulaion: in seciu-ing the entry of
;A$A-r,." pleaClaargaiti: with Mansur
' ul i Haq on Friday, 21 December 2001. This marks the
.
..f
•
'- e. 4.- fp.::,..... e. I ".:
•
,.. ).culmulajc on, o
legal proceedings.. that:, began. in earnestwhe• ' . Broadsheet's council
',e
,2K-La.p.peale,d-Ip.::..t.he Minted .States"„.Dfsti-ieeCourt in Anstiii, Thxas on behalf of the
' '4 \7 ?.• GolierninenfiSIPkistan to secure The eXixaditidn of Haq to IVIarmur ul Haq to Islamabad:
-424v,‘,{-C
4 4- Irilight • of -these :.events, it is • now fining that we confirm-in writing :
the- undertaking
-4.t I
Bitcadiheet,and
the Government of Pakistancontetnin. the cOmienPation to be
'• • .1)4tWen
-•paid
••• now
.4- .•
Broadsheet
to
.1;.,, •,,-;•,..:(,;41‘.
in connection with the registerediTarget r.nder,•our Agree
' rnent.
'..--- j•-•''' -'
,
4.
......- "•• - • ." .
.
f.•;X;E"',7-4-\ , ••,;-- As confirmed to me by then Chninnan,Lt. General .
palid Maqh Del and also by Director
.
,:c...
t•
•••-•
-•
.
4._
t?.:.'i.,_0)-,':,..
••
4 Overseas \ Bokhan to Tanq Fawad Malik the •percentage •anio-rit to be calculated for
4:.i1/41,34kipayinetaitidthe-- /-1arl.case.is
twenty eight percent (28%). Tie dditiOnal amount is the
.,fOfthé exceptional effort invested by Broaasheet in th:s highly sensitive and much
,tjppb1ic1z&inafter. . .- , • 4 .•
•
•
.
.
•
ace." .:.-t. • ,•-‘4.4"...7,±1.4,-- - ;•...,;,-,-.i.,44.4.4.., ..:,•''....44 ., •.• -4. ,• .---•
• 4. ,
'li•-ti,-7,-,, ,.- .7-, Thil, thentrerghttperceyit.c28%yp,ayriierit' to Broadsheet• is
to be -calculated based. Upon
4,-, : :.-4.i ‘, the'erifir:camotint -9f..fftegliap•pet6impits phiphii•everi
,MiiliOn• Fiv.e Hundred Thousand
'i'• •:i • "-",11.JA.:1 Dollii;;;(1.:15 $.-4-• SOO 00600 . tibreti to iiiii4ist;tint:the
. '-tziveill Of any additional
ei-4-,•,"(r?:•;•Yr
liaynieriteby'llact
over
and
abbve
OSS'3500-000:00
-.
4(
•
4., ,..:.,..r4a-..,..A.,, ,.. . . •-•:•• ,...; 4.. .,. • 4.
; ! "..•• Pc,: I' -:'.; •-, 4' -; :,
:
•
.4 -."c.f.- -..-{ The GOP shall .pay Broadsheet immediately out ot anyfunds, sun
•
-is, amounts of secniti. es- kral ,9 rf :. = that are paid over to -ordirectly deposited with .the GOP or E-ny agenty or agent thereof.
, As to funds •that :are .directly : -recovered. by. or separately paid over to Broadsheet, •
,f0•••<
•
••
7
••• a- I in:. •:Broadsheet
,
.
shall. disburse such' funds' to•the:-GOP after dedt,•tila;
rerefi•cm
. th
any balance.
'..- - owing _pn
the payment tb be made to Broadsheet a.; described aboye.
r.. v.
'*

•

te?

Yohr signatwe below evidences your authorized representacon Ind agreement, on behalf
•, of the Government of Pakistan, in your capacity as Chairma:::} of NAB, to the payment set
•'forth herein.
.
Thanking you very much for, your inosticind attention to and cooperation in this matter.

JaMes, Chairman
ENT TERMS ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED TO:

iiitirj-latez, Chairman, NAB, for the GQP
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No. F.
Dated: January 12, 2002

Subject: NAB & MIS BROADSHEET AGREEMENT REGARDING
ASSETS SECRETED ABROAD.
NAB & M/s Broadsheet entered into an agreement to assist
NAB in iniiestigating and repatriating unlawfully obtained assets secreted
abroad by Pakistan nationals. Since the inception of the agreement, so for
one hundred and eleveraLar ets have been registered by Broadsheet for
investigation. However, since then, which is more than a year and a half, the
performance of M/s Broadsheet has been less than satisfactory. This is due
to the high expectations that NAB had associated with M/s Broadsheet.
2.

Cause 3.5 of the Agreement between NAB and M/s Broadsheet
stipulates "Broadsheet agrees to keep Chairman NAB regularly informed
about the progress of the search for assets and the status of legal proceedings
thereto". It has come to my attention that M/s pm-adsheet has not provided
any updates on investigations being carried out abroad for the past 7 months.
Similarly, it appears that no action has been taken regarding local court
decrees provided by the Banking Cell (NAB) to M/s Broadiheet against
certain individuals for enforcement, in jurisdictions outiide Pakistan. There is
also complete inaction on• the part of M/s Broadsheet regarding the
extraditions of Syed Abdullah Shah, Amer Lodhi. and Dr. Shahzad
Munawar, all three being registered Broadsheet targets. I hope that M/s
Broadsheet will follow these cases with the same vigour that was displayed
in the case of Admiral (Retd.) Mansur-ul-Haq.
3.

I would like to end this letter by saying that I sincerely hope
that NAB & M/s Broadsheet can work together with a renewed commitment
in achieving our noble objective.
Regards,

Mr. Jerry James,
Chairman,
M/s Broadsheet LLC

Lt Gen,
Chairman,
( Munir Hafiez )
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CH

is not working for us either. I had no clue of Hashwani oil connections or
potential irregularities relating to leases Or Whatever and therefore took
"decistons without this knowledge
DT
'He was bidding for oil leases in the names of different company names.
• both owned by Hashwaru
JJ
We have two individuals as sources
CH
I had no knowledge Of these details
JJ
I maid apologise if CH did not know
TN
The contract has been
running for over two years and It seems that in the
vast Majority of cases there has been no progress as all we have heard is
•
CT, pussibty -three or four cases. Gtve report of progress or dellst cases.
You want us'to amend antract? No way wilL we do that — bricks without
•
Straws
hots of riddles but not much substance) Ansarr is ripe to;
•,
culled
iun
Lodhl
has seen action and MNS is a case where we were told
.lb slop
CH How du we know of Ansari•cash?
91
I
t3atlasn. AO tor Jersey has arranged for a block on the cash following a
letter sent by Medina .
DT
We have a erten apparently sent by a colonel in NAB to seven Pakistani
banks
sayino Sherpa° case is settled and there are no problems
TQ
It was NAB who' passed the details relating to Occidental (Hashwanh
involvement to Bs and there a no subsequent progreSs
JJ
We uaMed out an analysis — price paid had doubleditriplee
CM., Sherpa() acquitted by the Supreme Court of charges which were unproven
DT
Sherpa° used the letter from the Colonel to try to unblock the Jersey funds
Cla
Iflyou
had told toe of Jersey-funds 1 could have done something about it
J4
This informatton is only a few days old
It
The information is only 48 hours' old
PGA Sherpa° haidbeen acquitted in March
IA
A crime: has been comMitted
PGA Give us the detairs ahd we can follow up
pi- He provided at affidavit that he had no further assets
Clft
i
cannot aive you assurances now. We 'sill go back and see what can
be dbne
DT He knows that we kr rityr
'

•
•

•

TO/

CH
JJ
J0
CH
JJ,

Hasidware Is not off the honk re overseas assets
We haVri a long list of
cases and we must go past hiashi.vani and.,Sherpae
I feel energised
tstiowirii_i 1.8 July 2002 letter to CH re seven-hgure sum cit-.Kielmvon
8erisuo,14srsey)
'Said move on fdt.S
I have confirmed as much

We fined
any further information you have - did any of his payments come
' from
oversea
s'? •
CII , N. foreign payments received
•

• or

nog: to know of such details to be able to deal with %INS
•
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POWER OF ATTORNEY

FOR THE AUTHORISATION TO OBTAIN AND RECEIVE BANK
ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTA* ION AND THE
CONDUCT OF NEGOTIATIONS AND LITE 3ATION
A POWER OF ATTORNEY given on the
94{% day of
by the Government of
August, 20U0
Pakistan (hereinafter called "The
G.overnment")

THE GOVERNMENT APPOINTS AND AUTIIORISES Broadsheet
LLC located at Suit I, Empress House. Empress Drive, Douglas, :sle of Man,

1M99 LEE,

British Isles (hereinafter ca/led "The Company"), its true and I iwful Attorney with--it

premier ote,e.kb

•

•••I ••4

41.

Lasuu,:ecksind hereby
•
confers a Power of Attorney With full authorisation, as though it s as a signatory thereon. ,
to request. obtain, and receive all information
and documentation iertairung to or related
to bank or
other financial, investment, or brokerage aseOurits located anywnere in the
World that contain, or may contain, funds belonging Co and
tette ), owing to The
Government and, particularly, with said authority including, b.n not ;muted to: the
obtaining of true and exact copies or any and all statements, guar mees, correspondence.
reports, transfers, or any other documentation pertaining to the si 4 accounts, as well as •

other non-financial assets of
any
Company may request

kind whatsoever arid whores° Vet

- situated, that The

THE GOVERNMENT
WR.THER AC
..r

leS4
ow said Attorney to
Thr initiate and represental by itself or by instru ung local couGsek, in 40 legal
actions and proceedings and administrative actions de
aii viiith by mie f ourts ofJustice in
any Jurisdiction of the world, pursuant to this V.wr
of Aitoin,ey issued by The
Government for the recovery of funds or assets of an , kind
NA r4tSOCVCI.
esoever
situated belonging to The Government which have been

converted.

softie. misappropriated,

or unlawfully. fraudulently transferred by Than Mubimmad Nawaz Shari(
Sin Minn Muhammad Shari( acting in
his
or her own name, through companies m
entities under his control, and/or other alter egos, individuals and !mines who have acted
or are acting under his
influence and control

leek

This authodsation extends to any civil, criminal, amicable, or contentious .0
action before administrative and government agencies, notaries, courts/tribunals,
corporations. offices, and other competent authorities and for this purpose to.
mattionse
other-.:a.u.osaty.s. to instruct counsel, appeitit—ether,-.Ausfney, present depositions,
applications, disputes, replies, and other written

statements, to lodge rattfk,
-ations, request
and receive notifications, writs, invitations summons

of

release • enforcements sale and
thereof, to propose and supply proof: appoint experts,'.
attend viewings,;and conunittees; make agreements, terminate, refuse and request

• public auction and Me allocation

Lt.

reinstatements and. amendments; lodge remedies and appeals in respect of applications,
appeal for clarification,' cessation, nullity, grievance,
t
•
injustice whethier
,
:nandest or
otherwise to reiFrain land 'desist from at!
the I...fit:going and (corn
procee/ngs as The
Attorney• deems opportune, taking .s in short,
ri-y other legal
steps to obtaining and
enforcing orders and theenforcement thereof to collect costs a..}d amounts
the court and with, other bathes and to sign the
deposited
relevant receipts
Tins' Power of Attorney co-exists
between The Government

ith the

and The Company and stied. not

time

of the Agreement

be revoked
Attorney's efforts pertaining to any of the registered claims which are

en re:?ect. of

The

the

sub ject thereof

In wuness thereof we have executed this Povvcr of Attorney this 'Ai&
2000

day of August,

The Governme.nt
,
(Authorized .ign_ature

POWER OF ATTORNEY
FOR THE AUTHORISATION TO OBTAIN AND RECEIVE BANK
ACOUNT INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION AND DIE
CONDUCT OF NEGOTIATINs AND LITIGATION
•
A POWER Or ATCORWIN given On thePadk. of November 2002 by
the Uovernmesn .31 ealustan (hereinafter called -The Govenintentr ),
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Ek0
This Power of Attorney co-exists with the lift line of the Agreement
between The Government and The Company and shaIt not be revoked in respect of the
Attorney's efforts pertaining to any of the registered.clinins whic . arc the subject thereof
In witness whereof we have executed this Power of Attorney thi424 day of No ember.
2002.

The Government
(Aux horised Signa1 uric)
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NOTES OF MEETING AT NAB WITH AG AND
SECY LAW MINISTRY
Present:
Lt Gen Munir Hafiez, chairman NAB
Secretary, Ministry of Law
Attorney General
Naveed Rasool Mirza, ex-PGA
•
Afzal Malik, Acting PGA
Talat Ghuman, Director, Overseas Wing
Madina Munawara Khan, Associate Director, Overseas Wing
•
Taher Nawaz, UK
(The chairman had to leave the meeting part way through as he had to see the
president for a meeting which could not be rescheduled).
The chairman began by saying that the contracts with Broadsheet (BS),
principally to deal with asset recoveries in the USA, and with IAR, to deal with
assets in the UK and Europe, were not performing and the stage had arrived
where it was necessary to consider èndincj the contract.
It was explained that 111 cases (37 family groups) had been allocated to BS and
22 to IAR, with no recoveries other than the solitary case of Admiral Mansour.
The AG pointed out that there was some progress in the Rockwood case
although there was no recovery. Nonetheless, clause 3.5 of the agreement
equired BS and IAR to regularly report progress to NA1:
-----i
-17'
—that
'-----f rarni
happening.
id
--5n5een
•

ir

The contracts had been entered into in June 2000, arid by June 2001
correspondence was being exchanged to ask for details of progress and,
although five reports were provided, it was clear that little work had been done on
the 133 files allocated. Instead of responding to matters raised BS, and IAR
sought to divert matters by asking for a share of recoveries of assets within
Pakistan, which GoP felt were not appropriate as the agreement was for
assistance in the recovery of overseas assets and not those located within
Pakistan, for which no assistance was required. Although IAR, in the guise of Dr
W Pepper,
confirmed
October 2001 thal he was net entitled to any shate of
assets
recovered
frominlisted
targets, within Pakistan, provided that such
had not
?funds
been transferred from abroad possibly as the result of BS/IAR activity,
BS did not do so and continued to ask for a payment and eventually GoP agreed
to make a payment but not as an entitlement instead, the suggestion was that
as there were prospects of imminent recovery in the case of Admiral Mansour,
GoP should make a good faith payment — more as a payment on account of BS'
share of recoveries in the Mansour case than as an admission of entitlement to a
share of Pakistani recoveries. In the event, •no payment was made as the
Mansour payment came through and there was no need for a 'good faith'
payment. BS raised the subject of Pakistani recoveries at a meeting in London in
September 2002 but it was made clear to them that that was not a subject for

tbs.

discussion and the matter has been raised again in March this year but has been
firmly put down.
Throughout 2002 the chairman and NAB officials had been requesting details of
, progress in correspondence and, meetings in January and May 2002, and at the
meeting on 21/2
2 September, it was agreed that BS would provide progress
reports on each of the targets by 23 October 2002. Despite monthly reminders in
the six months following that date, not a single pi ogress report has been
received.
In agreeing to the contract the then chairman had had the blessing of lavvyers not
only from NAB but also elsewhere. The chairman indicated that he was not in the
blame game but we had a contract which did not do any favours to GoP and the
' buck stopped with him and it was his, view that the contract needed to be ended
and he sought the views of the lawyers present with regard to his effective,
decision to terminate, the contract.
Aspects of the contract were studied and the AG felt that although there was a
termination clause the targets iemained listed for ever and therefore termination
as such did not achieve very much. It was asked if there were any prospects for
renegotiation of the contract and it was explained that when discussions took
Place in September 2002, when the chairman suggested that targets on which no
work had been done should be de-listed with mutual agreement, Doug Tisdale,
attorney for BS, made it clear that there was no chance of "re-negotiating the
contract". It was therefore unlikely that we would have a voluntary agreement to
amend and one had to manoeuvre oneself into
.a position where such a mutually
agreed termination could take place.
The meeting continued with discussion centring on c_.,_
seemed to
Suggest that BS could claim on Pakistani recoverift-lause_4,1,.which
r itanding the views
of Jeremy Carver and others to the effect that the preamble' to the contract
effectively set the parameters of the agreernent, by mentioning the recovery of
overseas (and not Pakistan-based assets). Nonetheless, the AG felt that it was
an aspect which should be borne in mind in that in the event of arbitration, where
the developed world took a different view of such situations in that they viewed
anyone dealing with Pakistan as an 'investor, whose interest had to be protected
instead of what in reality may be a parasitic or fleecing activity. Golp's track
record in such arbitration proceedings was nor good. In the evenf of termination
BS were likely to- revive their currently 'dormant' claim for a share of recoveries
on Pakistan-based assets.
It was agreed that although litigation/arbitration remained very much of a last
option and that the first option was indeed that of negotiating
...en exit with possibly
some inducements, including the possible sharing'of potential proceeds of the
Swiss case, it would not make sense to enter into negotiations with a weak
position and efforts were being made for the GOP to build a case of breach of

k.

contract on the part of BS and IAR for non performance of the
,eorrt act.
Arrangements had been made for later in the afternoon to meet Kendall
Freeman, London-based solicitors who had experience of asset tracing (including
the case of Abacha/Nigeria) to consider dealing with the aspect of BS/IAR.
Whilst considerable reservations were expressed with regard to the potential fall
out from the termination of the agreement, whichever way it was to come about,
" given that the targets once listed remained so for life, when confronted with a
choice of doing nothing (and recovering nothing or, based on one recovery in 3
years perhaps expecting recoveries in 133 cases in 300+ years) or being
proactive all agreed that there was no option but to follow the effective decision
to get out of the contract which was producing nothing but aggravation.
The upside and downside of the exit were considered and the view taken vvas
that in the best case scenario the exit could be with limited cost, by way of a
compromise agreement. The worst case scenario was that we would incur
further costs in recovering assets and in addition end up paying BS/IAR 20%
commissions. Something in-between could be the fact that we ended up paying
20% commissions less any costs incurred in the recovery which, under the
agreement, were for the account of BS/IAR. In any event, GoP could not do
worse than the present situation, where there were no prospects for recovery
and, even if GoP ended up paying 20% in addition to costs the likelihood was
that the GoP would be retaining 60% or more of recoveries instead of 0%, which
it was currently getting.

S

AG raised the possibility of BS/IAR taking out injunction proceedings when they
learnt of the involvement of Kendall Freeman. It was felt that this would be an
unlikely route to take, given that the likelihood was that they would just sit back,
let others do the work and then ask for 20% of the recoveries. Further, the
chairman had pointed out that the Pakistan High Commission in London had
received a letter from loM lawyers who had not been paid costs amounting to
£29k incurred by BS in the Admiral Mansour case even though they had been
paid out On the case in January 20021 It was therefore unlikely that they would
wish to enter into expensive litigation. However, in the age when many lawyers
were willing to work on a contingency basis there may be many who could take
on the work against GoP in the event of a badly handled case and therefore NAB
was not going into the termination process without what was hoped was
competent legal advice.
It was agreed that the contracts needed to be terminated and that the AG and
Law Secy would be informed of developments.
oill••••••••
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NOTES OF MEETING W
Aug 2003
Present:

ENDALL FREEMAN at NAB Offices on 6 and 7

Lt Gen Munir Hafiez, chairman NAB
Tim Daniel, Partner, Kendall Freeman
Alan Perry, Partner, Kendall Freeman
AfzalMalik, Acting PGA
Talat Ghuman, Director, Overseas Wing
Madina Munawara Khan, Associate Director, Overseas Wing
Taher Nawaz, UK

The first meeting started at 1430 on Wednesday, 6 August and continued into the
morning of Thursday, 7 August.
KF's quotation for work had been received and there was general discussion
relating to past and continuing work that KF were doing in the Abacha/Nigeria
case and the insolvency background of the firm which had been involved in
tracing assets for upwards of 30 years. The firm also had a strong litigation
department. As meetings had already taken place with the firm in London and
the firm came highly recommended by Jeremy Carver, who all agreed was as
sincere and competent as anyone had ever been in his dealings with GoP, the
choice of the firm had, in principle, been agreed and all that remained was to
work out the terms on which work was to be carried out and the exact nature of
the work that was to be given to them. In earlier discussions within NAB it had
been agreed that as a start the unravelling of the Broadsheet/IAR contracts was
to be given to KF and then other work was to be considered.

a

The terms suggested by KF in their letter required the payment of 2200,000 as a
payment in advance for a potential three months' work and the quotation had
provided for partners to be charged out at 2380 per hour. It was indicated to KF
that if Clifford Chance, a much larger firm, could work on the basis of receiving
payment a month after the date of a billing there was no reason why KF should
be paid in advance and this aspect was agreed in that the same system was to
apply,
with invoices being rendered by fax. [Note for NAB : as GoP is based
overseas
the billin $ should be zero rated for tax
,fru .oses and no VAT
currentl 17.5% should be char ed.
Clifford Chance did not do so and this
should apply to anyone that NAB uses the services of in the UK, except where
the service is that of a hotel etc which is entirely within the UK. Court hearings,
even though within the UK, are zero rated as the service performed is for a
foreign resident. I can explain why there is a difference but it is not necessary for
the present
purpose. Please review all UK payments to see if any VAT has been
paid
in the past].
With regard to the charge out rate l
it was pointed out to KF that Clifford Chance
had charged £305 per hour for a partner of Jeremy Carver's calibre and that they
should review the rates being suggested. TD stated that a rate of £305 charged

1

in 1997/98 was currently likely to be a minimum of £400 for a partner in Clifford
Chance, with the more senior partners charging perhaps £500 per hour. It has to
be conceded that senior partners of the larger firms do charge rates of £500 per
hour but KF were nopetheless asked to consider what discount they could offer.
After some discussion as to prompt payment discount and the possibility of
reducing the charge out rate after a three-month period to see the amount of
work being generated by the GoP which KF suggested could be discounted at
that stage the chairman suggested that the matter be slept over and discussed
the following day.
TN raised the subject of Tracing Remedies arising from a chance remark made
by David Ingram of IWG, solicitors to Poppleton & Appleby, liquidators in the
Rockwood case. KF indicated that they had experience of these proceedings
and stated that where there was a good paper trail it was possible to make an
application to the Chancery Division of the High Court to have an asset
transferred to the party whose funds had been used to acquire the assets
concerned. Details of the acquisition of Rockwood were provided, where the
GOP had details of the accounts from which payments to acquire the !Property
were made and such payments could be traced back to accounts into which
proceeds of corruption were lodged. There was one minor break in the tracing
chain and this arose from a "BFC" account, the statements for which had not
been received despite Judge Devaud in Geneva having made an order for its
production. However, it was possible to see funds going into BFC and then out
of BFC to acquire Rockwood. KF considered the evidence to be adequate
except that at the present time GoP had documents received under Mutual Legal
Assistance (MLA) and the GoP did not have permission to use the documents.
There were similar documents which GoP could use from the bundle of
documents served under the SGS/Cotecna money laundering trial, where
judgements had recently been handed down, and these were still with the court
in Geneva although it was hoped that they would be with the GoP in a matter of
weeks. With regard to the expenditure to renovate Rockwood GoP's paper trail
was complete and the UK Home Office had allowed the GoP to use the
documents in criminal proceedings although it was not considered difficult to get
permission to use the documents in all proceedings now that judgement had
been handed out in Geneva with regard to the source of the funds used in the
improvement costs, which were not inconsiderable as Grantbridge had been paid
£1.96 million and other contractors had been paid large amounts.
There was then considerable discussion on the Broadsheet/IAR contracts and
details given of the state of the Rockwood/Romina Properties' liquidation, mainly
appraising KF of the state of play.
With regard to BS/IAR contracts KF felt that in an article in Newsline Magazine
BS had been giving details of the contract such as the fact that the contract had
been negotiated in such as way as to Qutlive changes in governments and this
could be regarded as being a case of breach of confidentiality. It was also stated
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that contracts could not bind people forever. There was also a feeling that the
Powers of Attorney drafted were so wide that they could be
ultra vires the GoP,
which could not transfer its powers to others. KF stated that one of the remedies
open to an arbitrafor could be a
Quantum Meruit
claim, which entailed the
payment of reasonable costs incurred by BS/IAR to the date of termination of
contract.
'There had been a suggestion, emanating from the liquidator of the Rockwood
Estate, that Pepper had sold his share to potentially six 'partners', one of whom
had indicated that he had paid 240,000 to acquire his share. KF felt that that was
notothers.
correct as clause 13.1 required the giving of notice for assigning the contract
to
It Was suggested that a without prejudice letter be sent to Pepper asking him to
meet the legal costs of the liquidator.
With regard to tracing remedies and the specific issue of Rockwood KF stated
that it should be possible to stay all proceedings by the liquidator and/or 'others
whilst the tracing remedies' claim is processed. It was also stated that there was
nothing to prevent the liquidation proceedings continuing in tandem with the
-tracing remedies although, given that the liquidation . proceedings required
funding. of costs, it did not make sense to proceed along both lines. One could,
however, make a without prejudice suggestion to the liquidator to accept the GoP
claim failing which the GoP could consider tracing remedies and that would have
the impact of having no risk in that the liquidator would have agreed to the claim
but his costs would obviously have to
be met.
It was tell that
tracing remedies did not need to be
restricted to Rockwood. An
'application
trail existed.could be made in respect of all properties where an adequate paper

•

Care needed be taken in applying for Tracing Remedies as the statute of
limitations would apply to any civil proceedings in that no claim can be brought.
more than six years after the cause for the claim arose. The date when the GoP
became
aware
of the
potential claim was the relevant date and not when the
activity took
place.
After
.
further reflection KF felt that as the funds used were the
proceeds of crime the statute of limitations would not apply.
KF participated in TV interviews both on the evening of 6 August and mid
morning oncase
7 August
with regard to the decision of the Swiss court in the money
laundering
of BB/AAZ/JS.
On resumption in the morning KF agreed to apply a discount of 10% to their
. charge out rates but wished to charge ..,tor the amount of time already spent on
. the case as a lot of papers had been Studied and it was clear the work was
useful. KF also indicated that they would charge travelling time if the time was

3

used working but 50% of the time would be charged if no work was done. TN
indicated that most people charged a day rate of 7.5 hours in a 24-hour day and
KF agreed that that would be their practice. KF indicated that their time costs to
date were in the region of £10k -.£15k but, whilst in future they would apply
travelling
costs,
would be by
fax. for this trip no costs would be applied. It was agreed that billing
With regard to tracing of assets, when such work was to be passed to KF, after
the removal of BS, KF indicated that they would retain enquiry agents and pass
on costs to GoP. They would also use forensic accountants and had used Grant
Thornton in the Abacha case as they could not use any of the four larger firms of
accountants, each of whom had bank clients they audited, who had become
involved in the Abacha case. KF suggested that as a forensic accountant TN
could also deal with this aspect. As the tracing part of the work was not being
contracted for at the present time these aspects were left for later discussion.
.
ICSID proceedings were discussed where the chairman indicated that there was
a possibility cif. settlement and KF suggested that SGS should be asked for
cooperation in Providing any relevant information as part of the settlement and
the chairman agreed to allow KF access to Freshfields in this regard.
KF had prepared a draft letter to BS, copies of which were handed out. TN was
able to provide some input in that a lot of further information was provided but it
was felt that there was considerably more information that needed to be looked
at before the letter was sent. This included the fact that the Pakistan High
Commission had received a letter from lawyers in the loM asking for an address
for BS as they had not been paid an outstanding bill for £29,000 in respect of the
Admiral Mansour proceedings even though BS had been paid out in January
2002. There was the further information relating to earlier versions of the
contract which provided for termination on a
quantum meruit basis of paying
125% of costs incurred instead of expectations of percentage recoveries
for life,
with or without any input by BS/IAR. Another clause in an earlier version of the
contract provided for a payment of £300,000 to GoP for the costs it had incurred
in the unravelling of the Rockwood Trusts and other cases where such costs
were to be for the account of BS/IAR. TN
also expressed reservations with
regard to the mentioning of figures such as $50 billion by way of corruption
• proceeds as BS were apt to seize on such figures as representing the amount
they could conceivably have 20% of! It was ageed to consider the further
information that was available before a revised draft was issued. The letter
would also have to be seen by the AG and Law Ministry before it could be
approved. TN expressed a wish to see the revised version before it was sent out
of NAB as TN would prefer to see a wording asking BS as to why GoP should not
regard the contract as having been breached rather than suggesting that the
contract was at an end as that would dive BS to simply put their feet up.

4

The remaining time available to KF in Pakistan was to be utilised in building up
the file on BS/IAR and in picking up the available information with regard to a
possible tracing rempdies' claim against Rockwood.

5
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Solicitors

•

49 Fetter Lane
London
204A 1JtJ
TN .44(0)20 nea 4055
Fax .44(0)20 MO 7277
DX 103 Landon
wenv.keedellfretflianaan
Direct line +44(0)20 7658 4444
Meet fax 444 (0)20 7716 3/537

\t-General Mutt Hafiez
National Accountability Bureau
Islamabad

grndankakendallfreemanigro•
12 August 2003

STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL
By fax
Our ref

AMP/01141387

Dear General Hafiez
aSdallitgalMitallitgklali
First of all, many thanks to you and your colleagues lor ail your kindness and assistance while we
were in Islamabad. Alen and I enjoyed the visit very much, and hope that this will be the start of a
long and fruitful co-operation.
Since returning from Islamabad we have not been idle. Amongst other things we have
(a)
spoken to Taber, who has promised to send us two files of material on the Manx
situation; and
(b)
had a short conference with Counsel this morning, to discuss the broad strategic
Issues and, In general terms, the chances of success in a tracing action.
Counsel's
preliminary view Is that tracing would indeed be a real possibility, enabling the Manx
situation to be bypassed.
You have asked us to advise on strategy In relation to Rodcwoodaroadsheet-IAR. Both you and we
have a preference for taking the time to get the strategy right. However there are four matters that
might make It urgent to take decisions, even If some of those decisions are provisional For
convenience I will deal with these In numbered paragraphs. The fourth Item1s Incur view the most
serious one.
Four items that require prompt madams

.1.

There is a further hearing on Monday of next week, handled for you by Mr. Conti In
Man, of the application to appoint new trustees.
(a)
In our view the Manx proceedings are a puzzle which we cannot hope to
understand properly until we have examined Inners files Even then, we may need to talk
to Dr Pepper, Mr. Conti and others
in the meantime, we have no way of knowing the
answers to numerous questions This matters greatly if, as seems to be the case, there is
serious room for doubt at least as to the competence of the Liquidator and the efficacy, of Dr
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Among the numerous questions that seem to call for answers are
Peppers methods.
these: How can the companies have been validly put into members' voluntary liquidation in
\ the absence of any trustees to pass the necessary resolutions? Will the appointment of
17ew trustees will be beneficial or the contrary? Will the Court grant the application for that
Opolnbnent? - Taher himself seems to be In some doubt about this. Will the Liquidator
admit GOP as a creditor andtor shareholder? What legal basis exists In Man for him to do
either? Has he even contemplated admitting GOP's title to the real estate Itself? Is the
conditional sale agreement really likely to be beneficial to GOP? Is there any connection
between the purchaser and the people who bought the Rockwood Estate In the fist place?
And so on.
Doubtless many of these questions will be clarified when we have studied Taher's
(b)
files. but given their potential complexity, and the doubts voiced at NAB about bath the
Liquidator and Or. Pepper himself (doubts I myseV share from personal knowledge of
Pepper), we have good reason to worry that In truth the Manx proceedings may be very tar
from producing a satisfactory result for GOP. ,
Having said that we are not at all clear whether it will or will not help GOP If the
(c)
Consequently we
hearing next Monday results In an Order appointing new trustees.
cannot at this moment see any basis for Intervening directly, and have as yet no way of
knowing whether there would be any value in doing so, even if we had time to mount a
Against that background we wouldn't propose to
satisfactory intervention of our own.
attempt to intervene next Monday. (If our advice Is followed, it may be necessary for us to
contact Conti before he goes into Court, In order to inform him of the new situation, to tell
him that IAR's power to Instruct him has been withdrawn, and to give him such
consequential Instructions as are considered appropriate).

The liquidator needs to be placed in funds to defend the claims, mostly apparently
2.
In truth It is not clear to us
rather spurious, of other alleged creditors such as Bancrofts.
'quite how urgent the LIquIdator's need is in this regard. Taher, however, Intends to write to the
Liquidator to say that in principle the GOP is minded to give financial assistance. In principle, such
a letter, it written without making any formal commitment may successfully buy us time, but In order
to avoid any prejudice to a potential tracing claim It would be essential that NAB direct Taher to clear
the text with us before It Is sent.
Despite the fact
The end-date for the conditional contract of sale is 23 November.
3.
that in general property prices in the South East of England are failing at the moment, Taher Is
• saying that he believes a better price Can be got from a different purohaser. It appeared to be
generally felt at NAB, last week, that If the contract falls apart that may not be bad news from
•GOP's perspective. That being so, although it may be useful In legal or other proceedings to cite
the 23 November date as a reason for prompt action, It does not appear that in itself It Is a reason to
take the larger strategic decisions in excessive haste, without yet being in full possession of the
necessary facts, documents and analyses, including Information we are awaiting from Naiam and
such further information as is likely to be available from Switzerland In relation to the tracing claims.
This brings me to the fourth point, which In our view (and Counsel
Broadsheet/1AR,
4.
share this view) is the real pressure paint. There may be grave disadvantages for GOP if we delay
on this point.
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(a)
This fourth point relates to the Broadsheet/IAR oontracte, the misrepresentations
pursuant to which those contracts were entered Into, the failures of Broadsheet and 1A9 to
perform, and the need for the GOP to liberate itself with minimum cost and embarrassment
from these highly disadvantageous agreements and the associated Irrevocable" Powers of
Attorney.
•

(b)
• As we observed in last Thursday's meetings, In English IS the best line to take in
relation to these contracts is that (a) GOP is entitled to rescind them because Of the
imisrepresentations (which might involve returning both skies to their original positions,
i Including potentially the return of commissions already paid out In relation to Ul Hag ate);
and (b) that in any event Broadsheet/IAA have, by their conduct, committed a Qmputliatory
breath of both contracts, which entitles the GOP to treat the contracts as terminals and to
withdraw the Powers of Attorney even though they are expressed to be irrevocable, on the
grounds that the entire basis for those powers has disappeared. Before we took.any action
against BroadsheeVIAR we would obviously want to check with Manx laswers that the
position Is no different under Mara law. (We anticipate that the relevant law MI be the
same, but do need to check). A huge advantage of rescistiontacceptance of 'repudiatory
breach' is that It would enable NAB to avoid the consequences that would otherwise flow
from any termination of the contracts in accordance with their terms. Those terms Include
the continuance, indefinitely, of BroadsheetAAR's rights to continue against targets that
have already been registered.
(c)
We already have a signIfloant body of material available to us to support the line of
t 1 argument set out above. Naturally we would like to perfect the dossier and produce a
trailed analysis of the positbn, but that will take some time.
(d)
The main alternative lever which the GOP has against Broadsheet/IAA Is to give
notice of termination in aocordance with the terms of the contracts, and simultaneously
threaten to sue them for damages for past breaches. We are not saying that such a claim
will fail, but if we do riot combine It with an assertion that the contract is now at an end as a
result of their breach, we will be fighting with one hand tied behind our backs. Indeed, they
will point to the contract and say that ow notice in effect means that we acknowledge their
right to continue indefinitely against the registered targets, Since that is precisely the kind
• of result NAB wishes to avoid, a letter of the kind we proposed last Thursday seems to us to
be the only, realistic game In town. It is a card that should probably be played whether the
analysis of the case concludes that the argument is relatively strong or for that matter
relatively weak. It should be played at once: And it will put BroadsheettIAR on the back
foot, in that they will be obliged to show both that they did not misrepresent the position and
• that they have peformed their obligations. From all that we have seen, they will Ind It very
hard to do this.
(a)
We strongly advise against any delay In establishing NAB's position in relation to
Broadsheet and IAR.
We do not know how much on-going performance there is by
Broadsheet. However it Is clear that, at lest in relation to Rockwood, IAR in the pereon of
Pepper is not being entirely. Idle.
The more NAB acquiesces in continuing acts of
'performance' by Broadsheet or by IAR, the harder It will be for NAB to rely on
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•

misrepresentation or past failures amounting to arepudlatory breach". No common law court.
will allow NAB to blow hot and cold. Sooner or later NAB, as the injured party, Is put to Its
election, eitherto affirm the contract or to treat what has happened as entitling NAB to end
It. In cases of repudiatery breach there is always a danger that The Court will infer Sin the
conduct of the Injured party that it has In effect elected to reaffirm the contract even when In
truth the Injured party had no such intention. Everything we know about this case suggests
that the danger of such an Inference from NAB's conduct will grow, the longer NAB appears
to delay and acquiesce. Similarly. there Is a danger that such delay and acquiescence may
be considered by the Court to amount to a waiver of the right to rescind a contract obtained
by misrepresentation.
For these masons we suggest sending Broadsheet and IAR
definitive letters based on revised versions of the draft we tabled with you last Thursday:
and to do this es soon as possible (before the Manx. heating on Monday); Thereafter, there
can be a negotiation with Dr Pepper as to the circumstances, if any, in which NAB is willing
to allow BroadsheetnAR to continue to be Involved in Rockwood. The letter will show
Broadsheet and IAR that NAB means business and that "the game is ult.' If they are
sensible, they will respond In a realistic *ay.
•

A ). (f)
For the avoidance of any doubt we therefore flats that it Is as Dote:011y
.. \ dangerous
to NAM; interests to say envihing at all to Broadsheet. IAR or anti of their
Patennnet strata° deleviend acquiesce, Whateme(Jsaktandslone frorn_heraso shut&
i
. 1 Pa cerefully cleaned with us beforehand. eashould either handle—or at least belevolved
' in. env negotiation with 8roedsheeb1A9_or their oerionnel. Inclaling-Peoper— NAB Rea
end also Teher Nem and othem.: shouldialre tars two,do nothing whickimight
prelmdfce the position.
In light of these considerations, we am urgently asking NAB's appoint for us to write to Broadsheet •
and IAR on its behalf, stating that the contracts and the Powers of Attorney are at an end. We will,
of course, take Manx law advice before finalising the texts of the two letters, and will email you
. revised drafts for any specific comments you may have on them. We stress that in our view this
course Is not likely to weaken NAB's position In any wtthouttnitudIce discussions with
:BroadsheetAAR; on the contrary, It should strengthen .NAB's hand. • We recommend that you
simultaneously Instruct us to talk to Dr. Pepper on a Without-prejudice basis about the Rockwood
situation and how It should be resolved.
When responding to this email, please also fax back the coumereigned engagement letter and let
me know whether there Is any particularly secure means of cOmmunIcatton that we should be using
for the future. Please also indicate whether you would like me to copy this letter and/or other
correspondence to Teher Navtaz, which ire•eie perfectly happy to do it you so direct. •
:WM, igt..girds from Alan and me
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, Subject:

BROADSHEET/IAR

Please find enclosed minutes cif the meeting held on
18.10.2003 in the National Accountability Bureau, Islamabad, for
information and record.

(TALAT M. GHUMMAN)
Director General (OW)

1. Mr. Makhdoom Ali Khan, Attorney General for Pakistan, Supreme Court
Building, Islamabad.
2. Mr. Justice Muhammad Nawaz Abbas', Principal Secretary, Ministry of
Law, Justice and Human Rights, Islamabad.
NAB U.O. No.15/1/03-0W dated 20th November, 2003

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON
18.10.2003 PRESIDED OVER BY THE CHAIRMAN NA

Present:

Lt. Gen. Munir Hafiez,
Chairman
Mr. Makhdoom All Khan
Attorney General for Pakistan
Mr. Justice Muhammad Nawaz Abbasi
Principal Secretary ,
Mbo Law, Justice and Human Rights
Mr. M. Afzal Malik,
A/Prosecutor General Accountability
Mr. Talat M. Ghumman,
Director General (FCIVV/OW)
Miss Madina M. Khan
Legal Consultant (OW)

Agenda:

Broadsheet/IAR

The Chairman NAB was pleased to welcome the Attorney General
for Pakistan and the Law Secretary to the briefing session in respect of
termination of contracts of lAW13roadsheet. Draft of the termination letter to
IAR/Broadsheet was circulated to the participants and their comments sought.
2
The meeting discussed the proposed draft notice for termination of
the agreement with Broadsheet/IAR.
3.
The Law Secretary pointed out that if the agreements were not
working to the benefit of NAB, there was no option but tprminateiracts.
He further suggested that prior to termination a preliminary notice may be given
to the parties.
4.
The Attorney General observed that this action could result in their
seeking a stay order against the notice leading to procrastination of the case.
5.

The Chairman was of the opinion that an attempt should be made
for a negotiated and amicable settlement prior to giving a notice to the firms.
There was consensus on this approach.

6.

The Attorney General advised that our solicitors Kendall Freeman
should examine the relevant substantive and procedural laws of Ireland and 10M,
which pertain to Arbitration.
7.
Law Secretary and Attorney General were jointly of the opinion that
the following laws may be examined/scrutinized :a.

Arbitration Act of IOM — with special reference to the
Powers of Arbitratoregird the right to Appeal;

b.

Procedural rules of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators;

c.

Statute of Arbitration in the 10M.

8.

It was further considered necessary that lawyers representing GOP
must essentially seek opinion of able and competent lawyers in the relevant field,
before entering into any legal proceedings.
9.

The Attorney General advised that in case the matter goes into
arbitration, the neutrality of the Arbitrator should also be determined/ensured.
10.

It was jointly agreed that the draft• notice should be brushedup/vetted and loose ends removed and clarified before the same is served.
11.

The meeting concluded with a note of thanks to the participants.
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ATA TURK AVENUE, G-5/2
ISLAMABAD
From
Talat M. Ghumman
Director General
gyaseas Wing
onational Accountability Bureau
Islamabad
. Tele: +92-51-920-8185
Fax: +92-51-921-3416

No.15/1 /03-0W
October 22, 2003

To
Mr. Alan Perry
M/s Kendall Freeman
Solicitors
43 Fetter Lane
,London EC4A 1JU
Fax: +4440)20-7353-7377
Subject:

DRAFT LETTER TO BS/IAR

Dear Mr. Alan Perry,
1.
The draft letter to BSBAR has been examined at our end. Some minor
changes have been made which may kindly be incorporated in the said letter.
2.
In para 3 where reference has been made to General Pervez
Musharraf, substitute Chief Executive for
Head of State (Mr. Tarar was President
at that time).
3.
Replace the words in para 4 by yourselves (Le. Broadsheet and
IAR), and an almost bewildering range of your associates with
by yourselves
and your associates.
4.
In para 5, the reference to Mr. Malik may be corrected as the words
seems to have been
is not relevant in the context that he is NOT a lawyer.
5.
In para 9 (page 5), reference to Chairman Gen. Amjad does not seem
to have a logical bearing with the substance of the preceding paras. The line may
be deleted.
6.
forwarded.

The final draft may kindly be shown to us before the same is

Best regards,

./
ii
r
1A
_A
h I 4")
(TALA7 M. GHUMMAN)
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and
International Asset Recovery Limited
3/3 Tumbulls lane
Gibraltar
Our ref

AMP/01141387

Dear Sirs
Agreement (the "Broadsheet Agreement") of 20 June 2009 between Broadsheet LLC
rBroadsheet") and the Government of Pakistan (the "GOP")
Agreement of 15 July 2000 (the "JAR Agreement) between International Asset Recovery
Limited rIAR7) and the GOP (together, "the two Agreements")
We are Instructed by the GOP to write to you In respect of the abovementioned two Agreements
and in particular in respect of: the misrepresentations which induced the GOP to enter into the two
Agreements; your breaches and failures to perform your obligations under the two Agreements; the
fact that, as matters stand, you are no longer performing the two Agreements; and the decisions
witch, in consequence, the GOP now has no alternative but to take.
Background to the existence of the two Agreements
As you know, Pakistan has lost very substantial sums over the years through corruption. Most of
these sums have ended outside Pakistan. On 18 November 1996 the Ehtesab (Accountability)
Ordinance was promulgated, subsequently superseded by the Ehtesab Act of 1996. The Bitesab
Bureau was to investigate and prosecute cases involving corruption. it had only limited success in
the three years of its existence.
On 12 October 1999 General Pervez Musharraf became Chief Executive in Pakistan. On 16
• November 1999 the National Accountability Bureau (NAB") was established by Presidential
Ordinance, replacing the Ehtesab Bureau. li-General Syed Mohammed Amjad (thaimian
• Amjad") formally took office as first Chairman of NAB when NAB was established by Presidential
Ordinance on 16 November 1999.
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(0)

By focusing the efforts of a specific project team on a single assignment, TROUVONS is
able to assess the debtor's assets within a relatively short time';
At any given time, TROUVONS is engaged in efforts to collect hundreds of millions of
dollars in simultaneous operations in multiple jurisdictions.';
'The Company is able to operate without regard to case size, complexity or number of
cases pending';

(r)

IROUVONS' team approach and depth of expertise have proven successful in solving
cases around the world'.

In a letter dated 10 November 1999, GSA through Mr. Malik further represented that:
(s)

(t)

(u)

'The experience of the principal members of the team that will be working with the National
Accountability Bureau is considerable. Those of us who will be working directly on this case
have had multiple experiences, and successes in cases involving up to hundreds of millions
dollars, on behalf of foreign governments and governmental agencies, large corporations,
financial institutions and defrauded investors". This representation was repeated in a letter
of 11 March 2000 to the Chief Prosecutor General of NAB by Ronald Rudman, Managing
Director of Trouvons;
.•
lTrouvons Company shuns publicity', one of the reasons given for that approach being that,
'the members of (Trouvons] investigative team routinely perform services on a
subcontractor basis for major international investigative firms with whom we compete,
including firms that have previously performed similar work for the Government and wish to
do so again in the future';
'Our bona fides are attested to by our Willingness to spend our own money, not VOWS, in the
pursuit of your Claims. We will not trigger any contractual obligations to you until we are
comfortable that we can achieve narrowly defined initial objectives within detemlinable,
containable costs. When our work with you is complete, we do not intend to disclose to
anyone outside of our company that we performed the work contemplated by our
agreement.'

The brochure for IAR included the following representations:
'IAR's particular strengths are in the Central and Eastern European financial markets
including Switzerland, Liechtenstein and Austria. The network's resources, however, in
Cyprus, Malta, Spain and Portugal and other areas of the globe are growing rapidly.
Gibraltar, of course, is well covered, and by the year 2000, strategically placed sources in
the Channel Isles and the United Kingdoni had been developed':
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(w)

'A legal investigative task force is developed and subcontracted for each case or related
group of cases... Some task forces may contain former well-placed intelligence officers from
various special services forces';

(x)

IAR is discretely managed from Hanover, though various operations are administered at
particular ernes from Rosas, Spain, Gibraltar, Ankara, Vienna and London (through its
instructions to a -city based firm of solicitors which has a specialty M international asset
attachment and recovery)"; and

(y)

a...1AR is committed to carrying out its work on a low profile, extremely discreet basis. This
minimizes the possibility of embarrassment of, and public attention to, the defrauded public
and private entities and also allows the network's legal and investigative teams to do their
work quietly, unimpeded by any unwanted attention. Publicity, of any kind, is shunned, and
network participants are prohibited from giving interviews or making statements about their
work."

• If it should become necessary we will deal at a later date with the oral and other written
representations that were also made by your Associates and yourselves during the Pre-Contract
Stage. In the Spring of 2000, for example, Chairman Amjad accepted an invitation to Denver to
.
meet Trouvons.
By May 2000 your Associates ' were substituting the name of Broadsheet as the proposed 1
contracting party in lieu of Trouvons. later, IAR was introduced as another proposed contracting ;
party. This was done exclusively for the benefit of yourselves and your Associates. The
explanation given to NAB was that there would be a division between IAR and Broadsheet on the
basis that IAR was to handle European matters, whereas the Americas and the Far East would be
handled by Broadsheet itself. From NAB's perspective Trouvons, Broadsheet and IAR would
continue for almost all practical purposes, both prior to and after signature of the two Agreements, to
be One and the same enterprise. The representations made on behalf of Tremens and'GSA were
'
relied on by the NAB in entering into the two Agreements with yourselves. —as----The written and oral representations of your Associates and yourselves were, of course, made to
the GOP for the purpose of Inducing it to enter into contr.:0Am with your Associates and/or
yourselves. They achieved this objective. Dr. Pepper went to Pakistan and successfully concluded
the negotiation, he himself signing the two Agreements in the names of Broadsheet and IAR, on 20
June 2000 and 15 July 2000 respectively.
•

'The representations made by you and your Associates and set out above were to the effect that
Broadsheet and IAR would be co-ordinating investigations and recoveries made by a worldwide
network of experienced professionals. The depiction that you and your Associates laboured to •
convey to NAB, and upon which NAB relied, was that Broadsheet and lAR had the resources, track
record, expertise, slolls and ability to carry out and coordinate numerous simultaneous multijurisdictional operations and that each of them had a considerable workforce at its disposal.
These representations were fundamentally false and misleading
I
• It is now clear that the representations made by you and your Associates during the Pre7Contract 1
Stage and around the time of the two Agreements were fundamentally false and misleading. The
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GOP was in essence duped into entering into the two Agreements. In particular, neither you nor
your Associates had the resources, experience, abilities and expertise represented prior to the
signing of the two Agreements. Even the most charitable interpretation of your and your Associates'
conduct during the Pre-Contract Stage obliges one to conclude that your resources, experience and
capabilities were grossly exaggerated and in a thoroughly misleading way. The GOP would not
have entered into either of the two Agreements had it not been misled by the representations.
NAB's experience since signature of the two Agreements, and the information that has come to light
since that time, have eliminated the confidence they had in the representations at the time they
entered into the two Agreements. Your very substantial failures to perform your obligations under
those Agreements show beyond any doubt the fundamentally false and misleading nature of the
claims that were made during the Pre-Contract Stage.
Terms of the two Agreements
•The terms of the two Agreements (which in almost all respects are in identical terms) are well known
to you. We need not go into them in any great detail here other than to cite the following specific
provisions:
(1)

The Agreements recited that NAB believed that funds and other assets belonging to the
GOP or other institutions had been fraudulently obtained, converted and/or secreted and
were being held outside Pakistan, that NAB wished to recover such funds wheresoever
situated and was willing to issue a mandate to a company spedalizing in recovery of such
assets/missing funds on behalf of NAB, that you were such companies, and that you were
ready and willing, in exchange for participating in a share of the profits, to undertake the
tracing, locating and recovery and transfer of such funds and other assets.

(2)

Targets (persons and entities believed to hold such funds or assets) were to be registered
by NAB under the Agreements, and pursued by you on NAB's behalf.

(3)

At the discretion of the NAB Chairman, NAB was to provide you with such information as
was available to it on the registered targets.

(4)

You were to provide professional, financial and "other resources of whatsoever kind as
required to trace, locate and recover assets.

(5)

You were to use you "best efforts, at all times, to recover the subject abbe6" in respect of
which you were given Special Powers of Attorney in the form scheduled to the Agreements.

(6)

You assumed other obligations under the Agreements, including the obligation to organize,
coordinate and manage the investigative and legal efforts aimed at locating, seizing and
recovering the assets of the registered persons and entities, to conduct the asset search
investigations and to finance all your activities and legal proceedings in the various
jurisdictions concerned.

(7)

You specifically agreed lo keep Chairman NAB regularly informed about the progress of the
searth for assets and the status of the legal proceedings related thereto..? and to 'promptly
respond to all queries from the Chairman NAB..." and to provide full and complete
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information as may be required from time to time; provided that such shall be transmitted by
secure means and both parties shall maintain strict information confidentiality'.
(8)

You were to receive 20% of any such assets recovered from outside Pakistan as a result of
your efforts.

Fundamental breaches of the two Agreements
Both Broadsheet and IAR are in fundamental breach of your obligations to NAB under the two
Agreements. You have failed to perform these obligations and have failed to act with the skill and
expertise that you held yourselves out to have. For present purposes it suffices to mention the
following points.
Under the two Agreements you should have delivered information, evidence and ultimately
recoveries to NAB. NAB entered into the Agreements relying on your having held yourselves out
as having the expertise and resources to deliver such information, evidence and recoveries.-In fact
almost all of the flow of information and evidence has been the other way - from NAB to yourselves
The information you have used during the contract period has largely (d not entirely) been obtained
from NAB as a result of its own investigations canted out at its own expense.
In the more than three years that have elapsed since the Agreements were entered into, Broadsheet
has achieved only a single recovery, and IAR has achieved none. The one recovery was in the case
of Admiral Mansur-ul-Haq. Even in that case, the key information was compiled by the GOP/NAB
and provided to Broadshat
You have made determined and tenacious efforts to enlarge the number of targets said to be
registered under the Agreements and to retain such targets, but have done very little work on any of
them. There has been no evidence of any ability or desire on your part to carry out and coordinate
numerous simultaneous multi-jurisdictional operations against numerous targets, as was
represented. Rather, you have demonstrated beyond any doubt that you we interested only in easy
pickings for very little effort.

1)
•

Repeatedly you have been pressed to report on your activities, as you are obliged to do under the
Agreements, and you have repeatedly promised to do so. However, your reports have been either
risible or non-existent. Broadsheet has not provided a progress report on the targets for over two
years. IAR has similarly continually sought to evade requests for progress reports This is no doubt
because WI reporting would have revealed that no progress had been made, and indeed no work
had been carded out, on the vast majority, if not all, of the targets.
The reporting obligation is of fundamental importance, as it is essential that NAB should be provided
with full and timeous information about the steps (if any) being taken to effect recoveries. Even if
you had been attempting to investigate and recover assets, the failure to report on your activities
defeats two of the main purposes of the Agreements, namely the gathering, and delivery to NAB, of
information and evidence.
As pointed out above, only one recovery has been made by you in more than three years. There is
no reason to believe that a second recovery is imminent. IAR now claims to be dose to a recovery
on the Rockwood matter in the Isle of Man. These claims are misleading. IAR has failed to report
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properly on its activities there. In any event its strategy is seriously flawed. IAR admits to being
unable to resource the pursuit of the Rockwood assets. Once again, the initial work in tracing and
securing the Rockwood assets had been carried out by the GOP/NAB. NAB has now been forced
to foot bills itself (contrary to the terms of the Agreements) and to give certain undertakings to the
Liquidator in that regard.
Throughout the contract period, visits to NAB in Islamabad by aheavyweighf employees of your
companies have been very rare. People working for your interests in Islamabad have been given
access by NAB to a great deal of valuable information, but have for the most part had few or no
skills in the field of asset tracing and recovery. As far as NAB can tell from the information available
to it, very little in the way of requisite skills has been deployed by you in its service, either in
Islamabad or elsewhere. The evidence strongly suggests that you simply do not have the requisite
skills, any more than you have the requisite resources.
Moreover, it is embarrassing to the GOP to note that Broadsheet, proclaiming itself the GOP's
attorney, has a default judgment outstanding against it from its Jersey lawyers, who appear unable
even to trace Broadsheet's whereabouts.
Even the pretence of performance by Broadsheet seems now to have been abandoned. The only
significant activity that IAR has undertaken in recent times is in respect of the Rockwood matter.
IAR's handling of that matter has been highly unsatisfactory, and in breach of its contractual duties,
for the masons given above.
Termination
In the circumstances, the GOP/NAB is entitled to rescind the two Agreements for misrepresentation,
and hereby does so.
Further or on the alternative, your failure to perform the two Agreements amounts to a repudiatory
breach entitling the GOP and NAB to treat each of them as terminated, which GOP and NAB
_ hereby
do.
The Powers of Attorney granted to you by the GOP expire with the two Agreements and/or are
hereby rescinded and are accordingly now void and of no further validity or effect.
Accordingly, we require the immediate return of all documents, including all Powers of Attorney that
have been issued to you by the GOP/NAB, failing which we may apply for injunctive relief.
The GOP's damages claims against you
The GOP has suffered considerable loss and damage as a result of your misrepresentations and/or
reputhatory breaches of contract The GOP has lost opportunities to make recoveries rapidly, or at
all. Many recoveries ought to have been effected by now. Many recoveries that could have been
made will now never be made, either because the assets have been dissipated or because the
targets have taken precautions to take them further out of reach. The three years since the
Agreements were signed have essentially been wasted in respect of the vast majority, if not all, of
the targets. It is likely that, in that time, targets will have taken the opportunity to dissipate and
conceal assets. It will be correspondingly more difficult for recovery to be obtained. Moreover, the
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time that has been wasted in relying upon you to pursue targets is likely to have resulted in relevant
limitation periods for claims to be brought having expired, or approached expiry, in relevant
jurisdictions. To the extent that any potential claims against registered targets have been
extinguished by the entiry of relevant limitation periods due to your failure to take prompt action as
promised, the GOP has thereby lost the opportunity to pursue those daims and has suffered loss.
Even where assets can still be recovered, GOP has suffered loss of the use of the moneys in the
interim.
We also note the moral effect caused by your almost complete failure to perform your obligations
under the two Agreements. NAB is a law enforcement agency. Criminals can only take heart from
what they may wrongly perceive as a lack of energy and determination on NAB's part In truth, the
lack of energy and detennination are entirely yours, not NAB's.
It is not easy to quantify the GOP's loss in an exact way at this stage. Nevertheless it is clear that
the loss stretches into many millions of dollars Please let us have your prompt proposals for
reparation to our clients.
Finally, Idndly note that in any event we reserve all the GOP's and NAB's rights.
Yours faithfully
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Lt Gen Manic Hafiez (the General)
Talat Ghumman (TG) •
Tim Daniel (THD)
Alan Perry (AMP)
,
Dr William Pepper (WP)
Kaveh Moussavi (KM)
Ray Kohlman (RK)
Khalid Ramzan (KZR) '
Notes

Action by

Without Prejudice Meeting
AMP - stated that this meeting was without prejudice. Alt participants
signalled agreement.
The General's Opening Remarks
The General opened the meeting by addressing WP saying that as WP
knows the G:overnmcnt of Pakistan (GDP) has been trying to recover
monies corruptly obtained by various people. The General gave a brief
summary of the National Accountability Bureau's (NAB) history and
continued that the GOP has decided conclusively to end the arrangement
it has with International Asset Recoveries Limited (IAR) and BroadsheetLLO (Broadsheet): The General streSsed the GOP's dealsioif to resolve
the outstanding iisues in relation to this decision amicably and efficiently.
The purpose of this meeting was therefore to arrive at agreements
whereby parties to the two contracts can part company without resorting to
costly arbitration. ,. •

0

;i

The General further elaborated that the decision to terminate was made S .
because things were not progressing as one would expect. The Genetal
stressed that there had been some movement on Rockwood but there
were so many other targets which had been identified three years ago but
there had been no progress on the majority of these targets.
The General explained that the reason WP had been invited to this
meeting,Was that the GOP believes thet as WP had signed both contracts
on behalf of both IAR and Broadsheet and as the powers of attorney given
to Broadsheet and IAR respectively were signed by,WP, WP could speak
directly in relation to both contracts.

•

•
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Notes
WP's perspective on the 13roadsheet/IAR entities '
WP began his response by stating that he had only signed the Broadshtht I
agreement on behalf of Broadsheet as a matter of conveniehce.• WP
continued that he never had any doubt. that the two companies were
separate entities. He recalled that in his initial meetings with Farooq Adam .
Khan (FAK) (then the Attorney General of Pakistan) and General Amjad
(then the Chairman of NAB) it was clear that they both men wanted the
com etitive, basis. WP further
over
recalled that Jerry James (JJ) had had minimal contact wi
last few years.
WP continued addressing the General that "I have had less contact with
Broadsheet than I have had with you. He said that he felt Dougla,s Tisdale
(of Tisdale and Associates) who worked closely with Broadsheet was an
aggressive litigation type of lawyer with 'whom he did not see himself
working.
AMR wondered, if both entities were indeed separate, why both
agreements were identical. WP replied that he had drafted both
agreements. However, beyond that. WP said he' had nothing to da with
BroacisheetrANtRasked why-in-that-ease-had-he-signed bothagreenterrts
WP said that In response to AMP's question he would relate some of the \
background leading ,up to the signing of both agreements. It all started
when Sadiq Ali (SA) introduc.ed MR to Senator Self ur Rehman (SUR) (at
the time head of the Ehtesab Bureau). Sadiq All was WP's personal
contact. VIM Said he had known SA for a number of years. It was through
him that WP dealt' with SUR, and the Ehtesab Bureau. After the 1999
coup, following which NAB was created, General Amjad came in and he
put "flesh on the bones' of the asset recovery work and negotiated the two
WP said he was present in Denver at the time the agreement with Broadsheet was negotiated. He had known JJ from working in New York,
so WP introduced- JJ to Amjad. The first meeting was held In Denver,
Colorado
and all negotiations between .GOP .ancl„ ElfgAd§tfP,e.t..„0.9 took
.,
place in Denver It quickly became apparent that Amjad wanted a second
company to be involved in the 'asset recovery work.-Amjad had wanted two
contractors partly because the whole asset recovery project was large
enough for Iwo contractors and there was some vague hint of a
- geographical delineation of duties for both - contractors and also because
Amjad wanted both companies to work on a competitive basis as an
,
incentive to achieve results.,

,

WP stressed that the 'main deal was with JJ who had the money. He
continued that he had gone out to find him a group of investors to invest in
the project. This is where KM came irt.. KM was involved in human rights
Work so was keen to get involved in the recovery of assets as an extensiOn
•
of this.
WP said that he,had gone into this project on the basis that he had known
Benazir Bhutto (BB) and had been very close to her and her mothgr atone
time. WP said that he Kad peen instrumental in saving both from the
clutches of Zia-ul-Haq's regime when Zulfikar Ali Bhutto was executed' in
•
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Notes
1979. He said that he felt dismayed when BB became Prime Minister a
decade later and proceeded quickly to plunder the country. WP said his
friend, Tariq Ali, had also , expressed grave concerns about •BB's
. corruption. It was on this basis that WP initially become involved.

Action by

THD said that the whole business with Broadsheet seemed back to front'
WP was now saying he had no contact with Broadsheet but it seemed he
was instrumental in finding and introducing Broadsheet. They were thus, jn
that sense, his contacts. It seemed odd that WP should now be saying he
had no influence over ttitm. THD asked whether. WP could at least re- .
establish contact with them in an effort to bring them to the negotiating
WP said he would see what he could do
J'Breakdown in Confidence"
WP continued that one of the reasons why so little progress had been
made on the ,yarious fronts was that IAR had since the beginning
experienced problems with NA*13's Internal security. Highly confidential'
communications were being leaked so that the channels of communication
•
datikliiiirinbeire'tftibled.
WP continued_that_tbere was_one_parficular_letter which he had sent to
FAX and Amjad which he was dismayed to find had been leaked. WP
continued that BB and Asif Ali Zardari (AAZ) both had sympathisers in
NAB who Were, WP believed, responsible for these leaks. WP said that
this had led to a serious breakdown in trust as he felt NAB was simply not
addressing this issue.
WP gave a further example Of a particular meeting concerning a potential
target in which he had planned to 'Wire" FAK only to find that this meeting
had been °mysteriously" cancelled. WP said that he did not feel this was a
coincidence.
KM added that very recently he had experienced similar problems in
relation to a meeting he was trying to arrange on the Javed Pasha (JP)
issue. KM added that he had been trying to arrange a wiring but clearly
somebody from NAB, knew he was doing this and that meeting was also
cancelled.
Avarl
WP said that another example of the frustratlon he had felt with NAB was
the Avari Case. He said that IAR had spent large amounts of money doing
"dump" investigationd on a number of targets only to find that NAB had
'settled with Avari by reaching a pleatamain and IAR was told that it would
not receive a cut This was unfortunate said KM because IAR had
amassed thousands of pages of investigatory material, which it still retains.
WP said that he had been told that the investigation had been completed
and the matter had settled, and that was the end of the issue.
'

IftL2/t

KM added that this case had led to ill-feeling within IAR arid continued that
he had voted to go for immediate arbitration on the Avari case but the idea.
'
was eventually dropped by IAR.
,•
Failure to obtain a Pakistani civil judgment against BB

41

Notes
WP said another reason why he heti experienced insurmountable
difficulties in recovering any assets for the GOP was that there had been a
failure to work with the Attorney General in order to secure a divil judgment
BB so that it could subsequently be used against her for
' against
enforcement
proceedings elsewhere. WP said that he had started to talk to
FM about this and had said that NAB should work on this ,to get it
through. WP said that he had proposed that a, civil judgment should be
obtained through due process. Pursuing a civil judgment would have given
rlarnrirt herself in Pakistani inoceedings (she should
BO on OPPOrttlAry tr,
have been given Immunity for the purposes cif returning w
order to defend herself). Following this there could have been a judgment
that was conclusive and could have been enforced without playing into the
hands of BB who could otherwise have claimed that she had not received
a fair hearing. However, WP said that this Idea had not been taken up by
the GOP.
WP went further and said that no real attempt had been made to issue a
"Red Warrant' against BB or any attempt made to extradite her back to
• Pakistan. '
." Javed Pasha
WP continued that he had also been concerned with JP and hid pressed
for criminal charges to be brought against him in Pakistan as well. WP
added that JP had been AAZ's man in the UK "from the start" and was
involved with money laundering and the use of corrupt funds but the GOP
had not moved on this target
• Bentley (Or Rolls Royce)
WP said that he did not know what had happened to the Rolls Royce (or
Bentley) that belonged te AAZ or JP.
Obstacles thrown up by BB and AAZ
•
•
WP added
that IAR's attempts to recover assets had been further
_pornpligatad_by_ BB and AAZ's actions. Nobody could have anticipated
from the start that theie" tWo targets would mount the kind of campaign
that they did to obstruct and generally make life as difficult as possible at
every opportunity for investigators. Therefore WP said, these delays were
beyond the control of both sides. WP said that the most frustrating aspect
for hiM was that there was no,extant civil judgment ultimately against BB in
Pakistan. •
VITOL
WP explained that this project had involved a contract to build a major
power' station. Theworruption resulting from this project had done Pakistan
considerable harm. WP said that he had brought this issue to the attention •
of General Khalid Maqbool then the Chairman of NAB. He further added
that the total claim in this project would have amounted to US$500 million.
WP said that IAR had spent a large amount of time and effort on this
- •
prOject, adding that he himself had spent many days at the Pt osecutor
General of Accountability's (PGA) offices in Islamabad going through files.

•
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Notes
•
WP continued
that he had been assured that NAB would make
reluesentations to ,the Government of Saudi Arabia about this 'project. He
said further that he did hot know whether the Saudi Government had
responded to the GOP and he never heard back from NAB on the subject
The Swiss Proceedings
•
WP said thattie had been frustrated to learn that a firm of Swiss lawyers.
'Python Schiffer!' Peter & Associates (Python) had been instructed directly
don! willt_tho Stoloe rnonorlIn7 &to,. Conorol AtnjO1 loft NAP ThiC

a shame he said because during the tenure of Amjad WP he had been
involved in the start of the Swiss proceedings. He went to Nice and was
involved in the Swiss strategy meetings and was involved in the
investigation of 17 British Virgin Island companies. After General Amjad
left and General Khalld Maqbool took over, WP said IAR was blocked from
any activity in Switzerland which has led to the current position on
Rockwood House.
•
WP said after the initial period of activity he was told to stop work on
anything related to the Swiss proceedings. His queries went unanswered
and he found out that Python had been'instructedl----wheu
WP-added that-thirstarted a tslimaterof-otystrocttorrat the inuntent
his work was stalling to produce results. For two years subsequently there
has been no communication on the Swiss proceedings between him and
the GOP. .
WP added that he had personally lost confidence In IAR at this point and
because of this WP continued that he met General Maqbool and was
asked by him in the presence of tile High Commissioner if WP could offer
consulting fees on a retained basis. WP said that he offered to do it
gratuitously and he had Paul Keating and Jay Patel ready to fly to.
Islamabad to give statements in the assistance of the GOP's criminal case
'
•
against BB and AAZ.
Tahir Nawaz
•
WP added that he had . never been contacted by Tahir Nawaz. WP
confirmed that the matter never became Operative until summer 2003
though he conceded that he had been mistaken to rely on PAIG and on
John Conti who had gone on holiday for a month over that suers-net
Anu Lodhl and Abdullah Shah.?jH
WP also mentioned that Amr Lodhi had not been pursued despite ample •
evidence of corruption against him and he had- raised concerns about how
dealtsith the case of Abdullah Shah who had been arrestidon
,NAB dha_
the US-Canadian border.
Log of grievances
WP said that he'has for some time kept a log of grievancee.
14.

•
• •
The General sought throughout these dis'cussions to address the points
and allegations raised by WP. RK and 'KM. His response in relation to the
The GOP% position

'
i'I •

•

‘.14 •

•

IsIDALL FREEMAN
particular issues mentioned above was as follows:
Breakdown in confidence

4;4

.

.

•

The General sOught to reassure WP that there was and, had been no
breakdown in confidence. WP ,had ample access to the highest level in
NAB and he could not therefore blame security problems and leaks. TG
acknowledged that the episode of KM's meeting being cancelled when
news- of the proposed wire-tapping operation had allegedly been leaked
no see
was worrying, oug d m e c ear a
of the meeting which involved the wire tapping of FAK in the same light as

•-•

•

,

The General streased that any leaks in the organisation which May have
* ealt with and any problems had: been • .
occurred in the Past, Were quickly d
addressed in the past and Were continuing to be addressed by NAB:

•

•

.

.

r7r

The General said that a deal had been struck with Avari and this Was a
wholly different matter to those for. which IAR was engaged. The General
egged that "Avari Is history", and it WS futile for this matter to be r -•
viaited. TG echoed this adding that cases, which involved a • ispute
between a bank and a defaulter revolving around a debt swap or a
rescheduling Where a defaulter had taken out a loan and sought to repay it
by taking out a further loan :were not the ' sort of matters on which
•
IAR/Broadsheet was instructed.
•
„
.
•
r
KM Saidlhat In June 2001 he had met the General on this subject and was .
reassured that 1AR would received credit for its work on Avari. The
General replied that KM could not possibly have met him in June 2601
because he Only became the Chairman of NAB on 1 November 2001. The
General then asked whether KM had obtained his reassurance in writing to '
which KM replied "I don't think ao"..

•

:
••

-

Domestic Pakistani case's ''• .

'The-General further clarified that many of WP's concerns involved, Matters
that were solely domestit Pakistani matters which did not Concern bringing .
assets into Pakistan. The General said that if an asset is transferred from
Outside Pakistan and broUghtinto Pakistan and then the GOP offers a plea
bargain, the asset recovery company is entitled to a share in the,proceeds.
If the Whole Metier Was internal, IAFt'vvould het be 'entitled to anything at
WP asked whether in a plea bargain, any other assets were excluded. The
General replied that the plea bargain issue only arises for defined assets
'
existing outside Pakistan.

-r

Failure to obtain civil judgments against BB and AAZ
•

-

The General responded by saying that all attempts were being made to '
deal with BB but whether or not and how she was being pursued was,
ultimately, the prerogative of the GOP.
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Notes
considerable expense to IAR. WP said that BB and AAZ had considerable
assets in the UK and the US.,AAZ had used alter eggs in the US and had
created complicated structures that Were shriller to the'Rockwood structure
in Florida and Texas In particular. IAR had made progress on investigating
these and believed the information to be of value to the GOP,
_
Further, WP said that IAR had generally collected a Massive dump of
information from secret ources. These investigations were carried out by
•
ex-CIA FBI and 151 agents for IAR.

Action by
*,

WP continuenhat if the GOP wants the reports and investigation papers
IAR has prepared in relation to these targets, there would have to be "
,
fine'ncial consideration for this.
WP further claimed he has significant information On Richard Howard ,
(AAZ's English Solicitor) which might be of interest to the GOP adding "i
have a detailed list of every item Howard has concealed or ietains...they
,••
are holding ori, to the valuable items".
The General responded by saying .that the termination of the present
agreements would not be affected by anything fAR or Broadsheet could
offer In the future Termination did not mean an end to the relationship that '
—said--that.—a=new
IAR or Broadsheet miglit —haVe--with—the—GOPTG
1
relationship could well develop on a case by case basis whereby the
1
parties could agree to a procedure to assess the worth Of the information
- that IAR -has and-agree tremuneration package and an agreement on an
'
ad hoc consultancy basis for each cast •
Settlement and arbitration
On Rockwood, WP said that he will be seeking a full 20% share Of the net
proceeds of the sale of Rockwood and if agreement could not be reached
•
ori this he would register cautions and apply for injunctions.
AMP made clear that any agreement on Rockwood would only be within
the context of the settlement of the potential disputes and only in the
context of regulations which would lead to a full settlement agreement
. which Would- allow all parties to more-forward..WP_also_dded that IAA
would absorb funds expended on lawyers such as IWG and Conti which
should have been absorbed under the contract Therefore, these charges
would be absorbed from any recovery made on Rockwood. WP further
added that any funds which had been expended on lawyers °beyond what
•
Was required" should be for IAFt's accounts:.
WP repeated that if the General would like the parties to simplyaway
•
other then consideration would be required. ' • •
• from
.
• '
, AMP then said that the GOP may in turn seek compensation for targets,
whiph were not pursued. VVP responded saying this was unacceptable
'because work could not be carried out due to the number of obestacles in
the way. WP added that if this were to happen, he would be happy to
•
arbitrate on the basis that NAB has undermined • or undercut the
agreements.
AMP repeated the GOP's position that it would be happy to arbitrate. buswould wish to avoid such proceedings if at all possible. However, if
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arbitration were to take place AMP added th6 GOP would wish to arbitrate
"the whole picture".
•
'

s . PagEi.t)

Action by

As to a settlement, KM asked "are we talking numbers?" adding that his
team were all busy men and therefore we must arrive at figures in cutlet to
end the relationship. AMP reiterated that any numbers would be discussed
• only in the context of a global settlement.
• - • - would resuire information of the
eing 0
basis on which monetary, compensation wa
information should be given to the General. At present the GOP was•
interested in :'concepts" (the basis on which IAR would potentially have a
claim) rather than "numbers" (actual figures on which it was prepared to
•
settle),
KM responded by saying that it seems the distance .between parties is
more than initially imagined. However, the last thing he would want was for
the parties to fall out. WP therefore said that the parties should narrow
down the diffarenaes.

suctosateii_
l that since WP was seeking "compensations for termination
of the agreement'
s, 1w0-I-AR-wh-o-should-put-forward_the_basis on any
claim it might have against the GOP. WP agreed and said he would draft a
proposal note setting out the individual basis for clairhs -against the GOP
as this would allow the parties to focus on and hopefully narrow down the
exact differences. Conclusion
Both the General and WP reiterated their confidence in succeeding if the
mater went to arbitration. WP said he would like an "amicable" arbitration.
reqret
The General said notwithstanding the GOP's confidence, he would___
the matte vsersa2129 to arbitration but repeated that the agreement' 1n.
and Broadstreet along wrIfie powers of attorney were now at an
end. Discussions should focus on how the after-effects of the agreements
could be dealt with efficiently and amicably. The General said he hoped
parties would "focus an interests rather than positions".
WP said he would 'draft a proposal note to the General in the next few. WP
days. He would also pursue the following two points: (1) he would offer
gratuitously to try to liaise with whoever the GOP wanted, to make contact
with Broadstreet without promising success, and (2) he would went to
ensure IAR's position on the 20% of funds,received by Pakistan from the
sale of Rockwood. AMP repeated that Rockwood would only be discussed
•
in the context of a wider settlement.
KZR
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